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ABSTRACT 

The qualitative research contributes to social science studies related to diaspora and 

identity politics. There are few studies conducted on Buryat diasporas living in different 

countries other than Russia, Mongolia and China. This research debates Cohen’s classification 

of different types of diaspora and explain the reasons behind that, using in-depth interviews. 

Buryat diaspora in Taiwan and Western Europe do not fit into any of this classifications. The 

new type of so-called ‘highly-skilled’ diaspora is discussed.  

The research contributes to the definition of ethnic identity, emphasizing the importance 

of such components as self-categorization, behavioral involvement, in-group attitudes, 

exploration and attachment and commitment. Buryats develop Russian and Buryat collective 

identity, adopting diasporic hybrid identity, after moving to the host country, which consists of 

their early socialization, collective identity and demographic environmental influences, such 

as ties to homeland, hostland, migration reasons and their lived experience. Understanding of 

lifestyle of overseas Buryats would also help to understand acculturation processes which are 

significant discourses in social science. Both diasporas adopt integration acculturation strategy. 

Key words: Buryat, ethnic identity, identity, diaspora, diasporic identity, collective identity, 

home, belonging, acculturation strategy, Taiwan, Western Europe.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Globalization poses a certain threat to mankind as a whole and to separate ethnic groups. 

In a global age, the loss of ethnic identity fades the differences between ethnic groups and 

therefore leads to processes of assimilation that demolish identities, such as their values, 

cultures, languages and traditions. Ethnic identity formation which has wide effects on minority 

communities, on the individuals and on society as a whole, is a contentious and challenging 

issue in politics and science. Crossroads between global mechanisms – economic, financial, 

and cultural – establish a complex patchwork of identities and belongings. This has important 

implications for and understanding the conditions of identity formation (Hoijer ¨ et al., 2004; 

Ong, 1999, as cited in Lidskog, 2016). 

Ethnic identity formation among immigrants is a recurrent theme within broader 

debates on issues such as migration, integration, and social cohesion. 

Buryat people 

 

The Buryat people are an ethnic group living in Southeastern Siberia, on the shores of 

Lake Baikal on the territory of Ethnic Buryatia (Figure 1). Being culturally and linguistically 

Mongol, they have been incorporated into the Russian Empire in the middle of the 17th century. 

Roughly 500,000 people identify themselves as a Buryat, making the Buryats the largest 

indigenous group in Siberia. The Buryat people are descendants of several different ethnic 

groups including Mongolian and indigenous Siberian. The official languages of Buryats in 

Russia are Russian and Buryat. The main religions are Tibetan Buddhism and Shamanism. 

Currently, the majority of Buryats live in three countries: Siberian Russia, northern Outer 

Mongolia and Chinese Inner Mongolia (Montgomery, 2005, as cited in Sartor, 2016). 
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Figure 1. Buryat people 

The situation of Buryat society, their identity, culture and ethnic group as a social unit 

is very complicated nowadays (Nowicka, Wyszyński, 1996, as cited in Nowicka, 2015). The 

development of the Buryat nation faces multiple factors that act as barriers in the process of 

building a nation. One of these is the geographical distribution of about half a million people 

in the Buryat population. Areas where Buryat people are still living are broad and distinguished 

by their natural environment and their political (legal) status (although far less so than they had 

centuries ago, when they lived as exclusively nomadic people).  
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Figure 2. Map of Republic of Buryatia 

1.2. Research background, Research Objectives, Problem statement 

1.2.1 Research background 

Being raised in a multicultural and multinational country, many Buryats in Russia 

identify themselves as Buryats. However, since I moved to Taiwan for studying, my identity is 

often challenged. I often questioned by locals about my appearance that doesn’t match with 

their perception of Russians. When I say where I come from I have to explain that I am not of 

Russian ethnicity, I am a Buryat, since the majority of people have the stereotype that Russians 

are all of Slavic appearance and are all blonde and have blue eyes. Then everyone asks me who 

the Buryats are. I then explain that it is a subgroup of the Mongols. But the question is to whom 

I belong? How do I identify myself? As a Russian, as a Buryat, or as a Mongol? There are some 

people who only speak Buryat and do not talk to Russians and there are some people who 

studied in Russian-speaking schools and do not have a strong connection to their Buryat 

heritage. So how Buryats identify more strongly as Buryats, Russians, Mongols or someone 
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else? That is one of the reasons to conduct the research about ethnic identity of Buryats outside 

of the Russian Federation. The focus of this paper is on Buryat ethnic identity and the sense of 

belonging that they incorporate for self-identification. 

1.2.2 Research Objectives 

The purpose of research is to find out, through the impact of migration, live experience, 

and background, has Buryats been undergoing a transformation to become a group with a 

hybrid, diasporic identity. The focus is on personal feelings of belonging and how these 

feelings are articulated and experiences in personal narratives. It may be mentioned here that 

in this study ‘identity’ is referred to demonstrate the way groups and individuals define 

themselves and are defined and identified by others on the basis of ethnicity, race, religion, 

culture, common history and language. 

 To evaluate key factors affecting the formation of Buryat diasporic identity 

 To find out how Buryat diaspora is different from the theoretical types specified 

by Cohen 

 To explore how the Buryat diaspora in Taiwan is different from other Buryat 

diasporas in other countries. 

 To find out distinctive features in Buryat diasporic identity. 

 To analyze acculturation strategies of Buryat diaspora in the hostland. 

1.2.3 Problem statement 

Cohen did not include late modern transnational mobility that takes significantly novel 

forms (such as transnational commuting or mental migration) that cannot be readily discarded 

as having no relevance to the study of diasporic phenomena (cf. Tölölian 1991; Cunningham 

& Sinclair, 2000, as cited in Tsagarousianou, 2004). 

1.3. Significance and expected output of the proposed research 

There are few studies conducted on Buryat diasporas living in different countries other 

than Russia, Mongolia and China. Understanding of lifestyle of overseas Buryats would also 
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help to understand acculturation processes which are significant discourses in social science. 

The societal relevance is to identify the problems and cultural differences within the 

community, and to help create awareness about their different identities. It is important to learn 

how minority ethnic group preserves their culture, language and traditions under the influence 

of the majority, in this case, Russian state. In addition, how minority ethnic group’s identity 

changes when they migrate to a different country. Study of Buryat migration and their identity 

challenges would help to understand general behavior of an ethnic group specifically Buryats 

in a majority society. 

1.4. Thesis outline 

This study is presented in six chapters. Chapter 1 presents an introduction to the topic 

of concern which outlines the study's context and focus. It summarizes the questions and goals 

of the research and explains the terms and concepts used in the study. It also introduces the area 

of study and the social problem that the research work required. The Chapter 2, the literature 

review, discusses in detail the concepts of identity, the components of ethnic identity, 

transnationalism, migration, acculturation and sense of belonging. It provides the theoretical 

framework correlated with people's identity and migration which drives research results 

presentation and evaluation. The Chapter 3 narrates the detailed account of history of Buryat 

ethnic group and their origin to examine the historical background of the Buryat ethnic group 

and their process of migration from time to time. The second part discusses the role of Russian 

state in the development of Buryat ethnic awareness. The Chapter 4, methodology, explains 

and justifies the choice of research strategy. The sampling techniques, tools for data collection 

are also discussed in this chapter. In view of the theoretical framework presented in the literature 

review, Chapter 5 discusses findings from the field work, interviews quotations from the 

respondents. Finally, Chapter Six presents an analysis of the key findings of the research in 

view of the objectives of the study, how the results of the research contribute to some relevant 
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issues posed in Chapter One's introduction, the limitations of the study, and the directions for 

future research related to this topic.  
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

Chapter two discusses the underlying concepts of transnationalism, diaspora, identity 

and sense of belonging. In the first section, the definition of diaspora, the structure and 

organization of the diaspora, including its sub-topics: the sense of belonging, home and place 

are discussed. 

The second section addresses transnationalism and cross-national migration approaches 

and interpretations. 

DIASPORA AND TRANSNATIONALISM 

2.2 Diaspora  

2.2.1 The notion of diaspora 

The term "diaspora" refers to the regional dispersal of ethnic groups living as ethnic 

minorities within the borders of a culturally different country or society, though isolated from 

the cultural center. Such ethnic groups switch between two reference groups and two cultural 

structures, and thus form their identity under very particular circumstances (Hettlage, 1991; 

Damanakis, 2006, as cited in Garivaldis, 2010). The word "diaspora" derives from its Greek 

equivalent word, which derives from the verb speiro (to sow) and the preposition dia 

(throughout). 

Cohen (1997) refers to five diaspora types: Victim (e.g. Jews, Armenians), Labor 

(Indian, Chinese), Trade (Chinese, Lebanese), Imperial (British) and Cultural (Caribbean) 

diasporas. Diasporic communities which “settled outside their natal (or considered natal) 

territories, acknowledge that “the old country”- a notion often buried deep in language, religion, 

custom or folklore - always has some claim on their loyalty and emotion” (Cohen, 1997, p.9). 

According to Robin Cohen, there are 9 common features of diaspora for designating 5 

‘ideal’ types of diaspora: 
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1) Dispersal from an original homeland, often traumatically, to two or more foreign 

regions. 

2) Alternatively, the expansion from a homeland in search of work, in pursuit of trade or 

to further colonial ambitions. 

3) A collective memory and myth about the homeland, including its location, history and 

achievements.  

4) An idealization of the putative ancestral home and a collective commitment to its 

maintenance, restoration, safety and prosperity, even to its creation.  

5) The development of a return movement which gains collective approbation.  

6) A strong ethnic group consciousness sustained over a long time and based on a sense 

of distinctiveness, a common history and the belief in a common fate. 

7) A troubled relationship with host societies, suggesting a lack of acceptance at the least 

or the possibility that another calamity might befall the group. 

8) A sense of empathy and solidarity with co-ethnic members in other countries of 

settlement.  

9) The possibility of a distinctive yet creative and enriching life in host countries with a 

tolerance for pluralism. 

The prevalent concept of the diaspora, however, refers to a group of individuals who 

conceive of their separateness based on a set of characteristics and common ethnicity or 

nationality, and who reside in a host country while maintaining relations with the home country.  

Therefore, in the sense of the existence of a home country, diaspora is always referred to, a 

concept similar to “homeland,” although the former is a broader term, denoting an individual 

that can extend beyond the borders of the state. 

The commitment to the homeland is typically cultural although some studies have 

found that with apparent or latent impulses, such as the urge to repatriate wherever possible, it 
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can also be politically oriented. Many ways of association include a chain of transnational links 

with the home country, such as sending remittances home, participating in home country 

elections, funding community initiatives, joining lobby groups for home or host governments, 

engaging in transnational criminal activity, or even, in some cases, promoting transnational 

terrorism (Garivaldis, 2010). 

Cohen’s definition is an approximation of the ideal type of diaspora. What about groups 

of expatriates who do not share these characteristics? It may also be extended to those 

communities that have expatriates for economic reasons and should be subject to the diaspora 

label not limited only to ethnic groups that have been forcibly extrude or fled their homelands 

and are characterized by collective trauma (such as starvation, political repression or ethnic 

purging. It may also be applied to those groups that, for purposes of economic improvement, 

political ambition or adventure, had expatriated themselves of their own free will. If the 

diaspora term is applied to this latter group, it would include American descendants of German, 

Scottish, English, and Swedish immigrants who, unlike Jews, Armenians, or Chinese, had 

never been subjected to serious danger, persecution, or legal disabilities, and who have lost any 

relation or interest in the native lands of their ancestors.  

2.2.2 Diasporic communities 

Previous studies have shown that diaspora members are self-identified. “This means 

that events affecting [these members’] countries of origin can cause persons of a given ethnic 

descent living in another country to self-identify themselves as members of their home-

country’s diaspora when they hadn’t formerly considered themselves as such”, causing them 

to become “politically active in support of some cause affecting their home country or 

homeland” or “stop supporting initiatives and causes affecting their home country” (Lahneman, 

2005, p. 11). It was also discovered in the same research that diasporas can overlap, so 

individuals may belong to more than one diaspora. For example, the Greek-Cypriot diaspora is 
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said to be part of the Greek diaspora, and thus part of a sort of diaspora within the diaspora. As 

a result, the diaspora has now gained a new understanding of notions like transnational 

migration, global cultural hybridity and deterritorialization (Alfonso, Kokot, & Tölölyan, 

2004).  

In addition, the word ‘diaspora’ refers to groups of different backgrounds which need 

to be recognized and respected for their diversity. The illustration of this diversity contains: a) 

Migrants, who are individuals who view their condition as either permanent (Irish immigrants 

to America in the 19th century) or temporary (Turkish guest workers in Germany), but who 

may transform into permanent diasporas. Thus, migration can be voluntary or involuntary; b) 

refugees who are a sub-category of migration but who indicate that the migration was 

spontaneous and unexpected and who believe that they will be able to return to their country 

of origin within a relatively short time; (c) Exiles, a category of refugees who must live in the 

host country until a political resolution takes place in their country of origin; (d) Ethnic groups, 

referring to individuals who associate themselves with other persons of the same ethnicity 

residing outside their home country but attach significance to their origins to some extent; e) 

Expatriates, people living in another country implying a voluntary exile with future plans for 

their return to the country; f) Indigenous peoples who, although they are not part of the diaspora 

per se, display many of the same features as transnational communities, their status as 

minorities and the distinctive cultural characteristics that are difficult to be assimilated, as in 

the case of Aboriginal Australians. No matter which group a displaced person belongs to, with 

the exception of indigenous people, either a "settler" or "migrant" is the general term to describe 

the individual (Garivaldis, 2010).  

Therefore, the new definition of diaspora has been suggested. “Migrants and 

descendants of migrants, whose identity and sense of belonging have been shaped by their 
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migration experience and background” (MDP, 2019). This term can be applied to the Buryat 

diaspora that is the subject of this research. 

2.2.3 Migration 

Many people might misunderstand the concept of a migrant and refugee. According to 

the UN Refugee Agency’s handbook (2007): 

A migrant is a person who voluntarily leaves his country in order to take up 

residence elsewhere. He may be moved by the desire for change or adventure, or by 

family or other reasons of a personal nature. If he is motivated exclusively by economic 

considerations, he is an economic migrant and not a refugee. (UNHCR Rev 1, 2007, 

p. 4) 

Two different geographical areas and three societies are affected regardless of the type 

of migration or its causes. The three societies are: the society of origin, the host society and the 

immigrants itself, and the geographic areas are the out-migration (migration abroad) and the 

in-migration (internal migration) (Velikonja, 1989). The incentive to migrate derives from a 

set of demands which are still not fulfilled in the home country of the individual or group, 

which the person or group seeks to achieve.  

According to Raventstein’s Law of migration, migrants migrate mostly over short 

distances, those who travel longer distances go for industry and trade, and majority go for 

economic reasons (Jain, 2016). 

Nowadays the prevailing theory of the causes for migration is the neoclassical theory 

that migration is mainly driven by rational economic factors, which include both financial and 

psychological benefits and related costs (Todaro & Smith, 2006, as cited in Lucia Kurekova, 

2011). 

Another migration theory is push and pull theory proposed by Lee (1966), explains 

people migrate for two reasons. Push factors that help migrants decide to leave their home 
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(unemployment, lack of services, poverty, war, etc.) and pull factors that attract people to an 

area where migrants are going (job opportunities, safer environment, better services, greater 

wealth, etc.) 

Migration can be the result of the urge to see other parts of the world, the search for 

discovery and adventure, difficult socio-economic conditions, and the consequences of war that 

forced people to seek a better life outside their own country's borders. The reason of Buryat 

migration can be the urge to see other parts of the world, the search for discovery and adventure. 

The previous study found that the length of residing in the host country is very 

important (Goldlust & Richmond, 1974). Therefore, the longer the migrants remain in the host 

country, the greater the chances of them either assimilating or adapting. Migration has acquired 

a global character today, so it is sometimes called international migration’ or ‘transnational 

migration.’ As a result of the rising global labor market, more accessible international 

transportation and advanced communication technologies, many more people are traveling 

today. Concepts like ‘home’, ‘place’, and ‘belonging’ are discussed during these processes.  

2.2.4 The concepts of ‘home’, ‘place’, and ‘belonging’  

The concept of ‘home’ is central to the experiences of migrants. ‘Home’ could be what 

has been left behind at the time of migration, what is thought to be at the arrival of the host 

country, what is missed and wanted during migration and what is sought upon returning to the 

homeland. The definition of ‘home’ implies a deep attachment to a place or society that is real 

or imagined. The definition of ‘home,’ however, is different from person to person, community 

to community, and context to context (Garivaldis, 2010).  

Although it is fixed, it shifts during the migration process and duration, often due to the 

nuances of immigrant’s adaptation to the host country. Furthermore, home can be related to 

where the individual physically is or to "where the heart is" as an emotional attachment. 
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Thus, to grasp the meaning or definition of ‘home’ of the individual, the reasons for migration 

should be found. 

For instance, the physical definition of ‘home’ applies to migrants seeking temporary 

employment abroad, while their home's emotional aspect is returned to their home-country. 

Yet ‘home’ has a more complex aspect for a permanent immigrant, and it can be the physical 

place where they live, or the emotional attachment left behind to home country. The level of 

attachment to each depends on how well the person adapts to the host society. The new 

environment may, on the other hand, affirm feelings of security and of being ‘at home’ even 

without any sentimental attachment for refugees who have never let go of their homeland. In 

this situation, there is a fluctuating emotional state that tries to balance ‘home’ and ‘at home,’ 

and the time it takes to adapt ultimately depends again on the circumstances and conditions in 

the host country where the person lives (Massey & Jess, 1996). 

‘Home’ and ‘place’ create a sense of belonging in an attempt to establish relations with 

specific locations, even though that means crossing borders. The experience of moving from 

one country to another is a complex anthropological reality since identity is a central issue. 

Bipolar ideas about migrants are identity and place. Therefore, the diasporic identity 

is established and negotiated according to where individuals belong (Massey & Jess, 1996). 

It seems that ‘home,’ ‘belonging,’ and ‘place’ are meanings that are interconnected with 

the notion of ‘homeland’ as a social and physical setting and the related identities that arise 

from reinforcing or withering ties with it. 

2.3 The Emergence of Transnationalism  

The notion of "transnationalism" applies to different types of cross-border global 

relations and involves migrants and scattered ethnic groups (Vertovec, 2001). According to 

Ostergaard-Nielsen (2001), transnationalism is a term that describes human activities and 

social institutions that reach across national boundaries, and can play a role in promoting cross-
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border communication. It happens by the presence and use of new technologies that provide a 

link with the homeland as well as other parts of the diaspora. Technological tools including 

email, Internet and satellite TV channels help improve knowledge and understanding of the 

problems and events in both the country and the diaspora, and thus link the two worlds. 

Therefore, in a broader sense, transnationalism is the thickening of the ties with the homeland 

between each part of the diaspora and also with the other parts of it. 

 Eriksen (2010) defines transnationalism as a form of migration: “migration is not a 

single act with a clear departure and an equally clear arrival. Put briefly, many people travel 

back and forth.” Therefore, transnationalism overlaps with a perception of social identity. As 

Demmers (2012) stated, the identity of someone depends on the context. This context changes 

frequently for cross-border migrants who are not tied to a place and whose social identity can 

therefore take on many different forms (Demmers, 2012). In summary, migrants have a 

common heritage so that they have a shared ethnic identity to which they may relate; migrants 

have a common homeland, a common language, and often physical features (Bogers, 2018). 

2.3.1 Transnational migration  

Conversely, modern research studies deal with new approaches to migration in the early 

sociology of the 1920s-1930, typically concentrating on “the manner in which migrant workers 

adjust to or are socially excluded from their place of immigration”. While Australian migrant 

scientific research has explored these issues before almost two decades ago, this new approach 

explores “attachments migrants maintain to families, communities, traditions and causes 

outside the boundaries of the nation state to which they have moved” (Vertovec, 2004, p. 574). 

Given the longstanding relationship between migrants to homelands, the contemporary 

transnational approach emphasizes many ways in which the relationships that exist today are 

different or more complex than those that existed in the past (Vertovec, 2004; Portes et al., 

1999). 
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IDENTITY AND THE NOTIONS OF IDENTITY 

Identity issue is central to studies of migrant communities and related issues. In 

adapting and resisting processes of migrants in the host country and living in a rapidly changing 

world, identity plays a key role. The notion of multiple identities is reinforced by contemporary 

messages based on distinctions of national social, economic, ethnic, ethnicity, family, gender 

and sexual orientation. Such identities are created in part beyond the control of the individual, 

and as interlinked, they contribute to the individual’s overall personal identity. Therefore, it is 

only natural to express or protect one's own identity, particularly when there is a challenge to 

personal beliefs and values. 

2.4 Identity 

The debate of identities tends to have a linkage with the sense of belonging that 

individuals have to their ethnic and cultural communities (Bekkout, 2015). Identities are often 

socially referenced in regards to feedback about how they are perceived by individuals from 

various reference groups (Shotter, 1993, as cited in Kim, Suyemoto, & Turner, 2010). In 

connection with this feedback, people construct their own identities and make own 

interpretations. These socially referenced identities, in turn, affect the ways in which 

individuals enact their identities and interact with referent groups are affected by these 

identities (Kim et al., 2010). 

Weinberg (1996) states “identity is multi-faceted,” in that “an individual can identify 

with more than one group in multiple levels” (as cited in Bekkout, 2015). Iyall Smith (2008) 

asserts that this identification process appears to distinguish, assimilate or hybridize ethnic 

groups. Differentiation includes the exclusion process of certain individuals because they are 

less similar to the dominant group (Vallee, Schwartz, & Darknell, 1957, as cited in Bekkout, 

2015).  

2.4.1 Social Identity 

Social identity is the sense of a person based on the membership(s) of their community. 
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Tajfel (1979) suggested that a big source of pride and self-esteem should be the 

communities (e.g. social classes, families or football teams, etc.). Groups give us a sense of 

social identity: a sense of social world association. In a process of social categorization (i.e. 

putting people into social groups), we divide the world into the "them" and the "us". 

Henri Tajfel proposed that stereotyping (i.e. grouping people in groups and categories) should 

be based on a natural cognitive process: the differences between groups; the similarities of 

things in the same group. 

The core forms of identity are unique to every person, but all these identities represent 

the relationship between individuals and their closest environment. Social identity should 

therefore be viewed as structured and manifest in many ways. The social context of interaction 

defines these types. We could therefore conclude that there is one identity with many 

forms (Ganeyeva, 2008).  

The core social identities are:  

 Racial/ethnic 

 National 

 Religious 

 Class 

 Gender 

 Age 

The multilevel theory of identity is based on the "identity matrix" definition that S. 

Moscovichi (1998) suggests. This concept states that human identity consists of various 

identifications. In the matrix, information is circulated under the control of an identity or group 

of identities that dominates at a given moment. The corresponding worldview angle is thus 

determined. 
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2.4.2 Multiple Identities 

Due to intercultural interactions and influences, unique cultures change and new 

identities can therefore be formed which belong to different groups of the community. Cultural 

media and popular culture are factors which determine identity shaping. The concept of 

multiple identities is common in culturally diverse societies such as the Russian society. Such 

identities may be based on family background, cultural heritage, place of birth, religious 

affiliation or social identification.  

The acknowledgement that multiple identities are the symbol of the wide range of social 

affiliations of individuals and of the diversity in the nature of their lives (Moskovichi, 1998), 

is another guiding principle. The matrix of identity has a social character. The configuration 

and content depend on societal peculiarities. This depends on the social identity components. 

It is based on different principles, definitions and guidelines: group (family, occupation, 

generation, etc.), the physical (appearance, sex, age), political (civil and national), spatial and 

socio-cultural (language, religion, etc.). It is also based on different identities. The matrix 

defines the self-identification of the person and involves individual and collective 

identifications. When the identity matrix is used as an analytical category, the compound 

structure of the individual (personal) and collective identity can be interpreted as such (Balich 

& Mukha, 2015).  

2.4.3 Collective identity 

As a result of social interaction and individual recognition of his affiliation to some co

mmunity or social group, collective identity is created. This generates the subjective notion 

(individual perception of collective ideas) of psychological significance to humans. The result 

of this interaction are: (1) a community of ideas, values and interests; an appreciation of the 

discrepancies between "us" and "them;" (2) psychological guidelines and behavioral patterns 

governing relationships with similar and "alien" communities; (3) group solidarity decided by 

individuals ' personal attachments and directed at preserving the image in the eyes of different 
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groups, including "alien" ones. Thus, the feeling of empathy for "friends" defines the social 

behavior of people because, in the same situations, the active feeling-in is a basis for helping 

or altruistic behaviour. Examples of such collective identities are families, kin, ethnicities and 

nationality (Melucci, 1995). 

2.4.4 Cultural Identity 

As discussed earlier, culture is the most important shaper of identity. Gans (2003) 

argues that one's cultural identity stems from cultural nationalism, also known as ethnocultural 

nationalism, through which group members share a common past and social culture. While 

cultural nationalism refers to commitment to cultural elements, there is incongruity between 

cultural nationalism and cultural identity, as cultural identity is based on distinctions between 

cultures and can separate members of a social group or country rather than unite them. However, 

the two concepts can coexist or contribute to ambiguity, depending on the view taken; an 

identity crisis in migrants who struggle between adhering to their host nation's cultural 

nationalism and having their own distinct bicultural identity. The key factor for one definition 

which overrides the other can be the culture or country with which one more strongly identifies.  

National history is, apart from culture, often the basis for identifying, because it can be 

perceived as undeniable and unchangeable, and consists of national symbols and events 

connecting individuals of the same race or relationship. Symbolic labeling (e.g. 

costume, flag or national food) represents social distinction, or the manner in which members 

of a society decide who the group includes or who is excluded. In multicultural societies, such 

as Russia, on the other hand, cosmopolitanism provides a sense of global citizenship that 

provides people with the feeling of being citizens of this world and not necessarily of a specific 

culture or national origin (Gans, 2003). 

A research by Smolicz et al. (1998) showed that an individual can either feel or express 

a number of cultural identities at the same time or when appropriate. Two or more identities 
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are in many cases intertwined but conveyed in different ways or actions, like speaking, singing 

or joking. For instance, sometimes one may feel and identify with their Spanish culture while 

others may choose to affirm their French or "other" identity (Smolicz et al., 1998). This implies 

the ambiguity and multidimensional notion of cultural identity and its situational flexibility. 

Chambers (1994) also promotes the existence of different identities that are often exchanged, 

recognized and mixed when one lives apart from home. 

2.4.5 Hybrid Identity 

Assimilation demonstrates the decrease in the unique traits of individuals that conform 

to the prevailing values of the majority of the group (Verkuyten, 2011, as cited in Bekkout, 

2015). Hybridization is defined as the estrangement from existing practices in order to adopt 

new practices which create new cultures and thus, new identities (Iyall Smith, 2008, as cited in 

Bekkout, 2015). 

As stated by Iyall Smith (2008, p.5), the hybrid identity “might allow the globe to unite 

in its differences, to be a truly multicultural society capable of recognizing and reconciling 

diversity”. This combination of various cultural categories leads to development of new hybrid 

identities. There are several hybrid identities on which researchers rely to examine how 

individuals identify themselves, including ‘third space,’ ‘duality,’ ‘borderless’ and ‘gender’ 

identities (Iyall Smith, 2008, as cited in Bekkout, 2015).  

2.4.6 Situational identity 

Situation identity occurs when a person creates and presents one of the several possible 

social identities, depending on the situation, whether the religion, ethnicity or lifestyle is a 

specific option (Cohen & Kennedy 2012).  

In comparison to the definition of a "fixed identity," the definition of situation identity 

is flexible. People switch between situational identities easily in the real world. For instance, 

in certain social situations, a person who is half-Italian half-French may want to associate with 
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a specific ethnicity (e.g. in a soccer game). This choice may even be important to his/her 

personal security. 

2.5 Ethnicity and nationalism 

2.5.1 Nationalism 

A nation is defined as “a named human population sharing an historical territory, 

common myths and historical memories, a mass, public culture, a common economy and 

common legal rights and duties for all members” (Smith, 1991, p.14). 

Anderson (2006) defined nationalism as belonging to an imaginary community or 

having the feeling of belonging to a nation. ‘Imagined’ meaning that interaction with all the 

members of this community is far from possible but still has the feeling that all of these 

members are connected. Nevertheless, this concept has not been present since birth, but it is 

created through the life of someone.  

Processes of globalization make connecting people to other nations easier. Migrants 

come and go, and that is much more complicated to the concept of ‘one’ nationalism. That is 

why I suggest when debating the idea of nationalism that we have to look at transnationalism 

across national borders. 

2.5.2 National Identity  

A “feeling of belonging” (Connor, 1998) or “a fellow feeling” (Geertz, 1963), is a 

psychological connection that ties people of one nation together. These expressions emphasize 

the close relationship between the individual and the nation or, as otherwise known, the 

"collective self" (Triandafyllidou, 1998). “National identity describes that condition in which 

a mass of people have made the same identification with national symbols – have internalised 

the symbols of the nation ...” (Bloom, 1993, p. 52). 

National identity implies distinctions among groups. That distinction means that there 

are ‘others’ who may be other nationals or people who are not part of the same group. Basically, 

these ‘others’ play an important role in defining the national identity. Thus the national identity, 
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which includes a ‘member of the community,’ but also an ‘other,’ is described as two-fold 

(Triandafyllidou, 1998).  

2.5.3 Ethnicity 

The idea of ethnicity often coincides with the definition of identity; in addition, people 

often speak about ethnic identity. Cohen (1978) characterizes ethnicity as “a set of sociocultural 

diacritics [physical appearance, nomenclature, language, history, religion, and nationality] 

which defines a shared identity for members and non-members; a series of nesting 

dichotomizations of inclusiveness and exclusiveness” (as cited in Bekkout, 2015). Ethnicity 

can be characterized as the large group of people who share the same characteristics, such as a 

common language, shared ideas or shared nationality (Erikson, 2010). 

There are different approaches to ethnicity, such as primordialist and constructivist 

approaches, as well. Primordialism sees ethnicity as “a communal bond given by nature, as 

something that is in your blood and, therefore, unchangeable.” (Demmers, 2012, p. 26). This 

primordialist approach therefore views ethnic groups as essentially different, static and 

unchangeable. On the other hand, the constructivist approach views ethnicity as socially 

constructed; “social processes of maintaining boundaries that the people themselves recognised 

as ethnic.” (Baumann in Demmers, 2012, p. 28). Hence, this approach sees ethnicity as 

something that is a result of an individual and is therefore dynamic and changeable (Demmers, 

2012, p. 28). Throughout my thesis I will use this constructivist approach. 

2.5.4 Ethnic Identity 

Ethnic identity and ethnicity are two similar concepts. But “while ethnic identity can 

change, adapt, and evolve after arrival [to a new country], ethnicity remains a permanent 

characteristic of the country of origin” (Constant, Gataullina, & Zimmermann, 2006, p.2). As 

such, while ethnicity remains with the individual even after they leave their home country, 

ethnic identity evolves throughout one's lifetime. Findings of the study indicated that, instead 
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of ethnicity the social and psychological behavior of immigrants is characterized by ethnic 

identity (Hazuda et al., 1988). 

Language, religion, food preferences, media, celebrated holidays and behavior are the 

most widely used cultural elements for ethnic identity definition (Laroche et al. 2005, Unger 

and coll., (2002), Phinney, 1992, 1996, as cited in Garivaldis, 2010). Such cultural elements 

have been used individually or in combination by researchers to assess the ethnic identity of 

certain ethnic groups or ethnically diverse immigrant groups (Kwan & Sodowsky, 1997; 

Phinney, 1990; 1992; Laroche et al., 2005, as cited in Garivaldis, 2010). 

Ethnic identity is the only type of identity not chosen by the person, but dictated by the 

family one is born into (Phinney & Ong, 2007). Nevertheless, Cokley (2007) argued that 

ethnicity could also be changed and would require more personal choice than racial 

identity, due to the difference between the definitions of ethnicity. For example, when the 

individual's parents are from different ethnic groups, an individual may belong to multiple 

ethnic groups.  

Racial and ethnic identities are considered to be continually co-constructed in the sense 

that individuals and groups acknowledge, dismiss, challenge and negotiate the interpretations 

of race, ethnicity and racial and ethnic group membership or boundaries (Kim et al., 2010). 

However, Baden and Stewart (2000) emphasize the importance of separating racial identity 

and ethnic identity (as cited in Kim et al., 2010).  

Analogically, although national and ethnic identities often overlap in a lot of ways, 

however, they are not the same. Nations oftentimes overlap with ethnic groups, but this is not 

necessarily the case. Researchers presumed that the ethnic identity and national identities of 

Americans were independent and that they could have positive or negative correlation or can 

be unrelated (Berry, 2003, as cited in Phinney & Ong, 2007). Another study conducted by Berry 

et al. (2006) indicate that ethnic identity does not function alone; its implications vary 
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according to the identification of individuals with their place of residence. Other studies show 

that the relationship between ethnic and national identities varies from one ethnic group to 

another (as cited in Phinney & Ong, 2007). 

Keddell (2009) indicated that, in cases where individuals belong to several ethnic 

groups, individuals may either see themselves as not having an ethnic group (usually with a 

mixture of two white or European ancestors, such as a British and a French ancestor) or 

individuals may appear to belong to a minority. A belonging to more than one ethnic group can 

lead to a challenge for the formation of adolescent ethnic identity, as people can have equal 

commitment to both ethnic groups, which can lead to ethnic confusion and alienation (Isaacs-

Martin, 2014). 

In order to measure or compare the ethnic identity of immigrants, the identifiable 

characteristics used are: a) linguistic; b) visible cultural features; c) ethnic identification; d) 

ethnic network; and e) migration history (Constant et al., 2006). Immigrants can have a 

commitment to two different societies. An immigrant may therefore be committed to both the 

country of origin and the country of residence. 

Thus, ethnic identity is the extent to which one identifies with a particular ethnic 

group(s). It refers to one’s sense of belonging to an ethnic group and the part of one’s thinking, 

perceptions, feelings, and behavior that is due to ethnic group membership. The ethnic group 

tends to be one in which the individual claims heritage (Phinney, 1996).  

2.5.4.1 Components of ethnic identity  

 Phinney and Ong (2007) defined several important components while researching 

ethnic identity. These components include self-categorization, attachment and commitment, 

exploration, behavioral involvement, in-group attitude and importance of group membership. 

Self-categorization and labeling refers to individuals who see themselves as part of a 

particular group and identify with it (Phinney & Ong, 2007). The ability to correctly name the 
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ethnic group is also stated (Byrd, 2012). Individuals from a mixed ethnic background may find 

it harder to identify with a particular ethnic group. As a result, it will be difficult to label 

themselves by one ethnic group. Consequently, the difficulty of self-categorization or labeling 

can affect their formation of ethnic identity (Phinney & Ong, 2007). 

Commitment is defined as a sense of belonging or a strong preference to some belief 

or option. Attachment is regarded as the affective aspect of commitment. Exploration is the 

process through which people look for information and experience their ethnicity (Phinney & 

Ong, 2007). Search and participation (Syed et al., 2013) are two kinds of research proposed. 

Search refers to indirect exploration or research practices like reading books or conversing with 

others. Searching does not necessarily mean that the individual has gained anything from the 

process. Participation refers to direct cultural experience as a means of exploration, such as 

attending events and taking part in cultural traditions. Ethnic behavior refers to certain 

activities and social interactions that the person may participate in related to an ethnic group. 

This involves speaking a particular language and consuming certain foods. 

Evaluation and in-group attitudes are the components which relate to the attitude of 

individuals towards the group to which they belong (Phinney & Ong, 2007), based on their 

beliefs about the group's characteristics (Byrd, 2012). When individuals have a deep sense of 

belonging to their ethnic group, it is presumed that they will have a positive attitude towards 

their group and will feel comfortable belonging to it. The meaning of one's ethnic identity is 

widely different between individuals and groups (Phinney & Alipuria, 1990, as cited in Phinney 

& Ong, 2007), with members of ethnic minorities giving greater importance to their ethnicity 

than members of the dominant majority, which can be referred as importance of group 

membership. 
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2.5.4.2 Stages of Ethnic Identity  

Berry (1997) suggests four stages in an immigrant’s journey through ethnic identity: 

integration, assimilation, marginalization, and separation: 

“From the point of view of non-dominant groups, when individuals do not wish to 

maintain their cultural identity and seek daily interaction with other cultures, the 

Assimilation strategy is defined. In contrast, when individuals place a value on 

holding on to their original culture, and at the same time wish to avoid interaction 

with others, then the Separation alternative is defined. When there is an interest in 

maintaining one’s original culture whilst adapting dominant culture for better 

interaction, Integration strategy is defined. Finally, when there is little possibility 

or interest in cultural maintenance (often for reasons of enforced cultural loss), and 

little interest in having relations with others (often for reasons of exclusion or 

discrimination) then Marginalization is defined.” (Berry, 1997, p.9).  

In order to survive in host society, immigrants may experience different journeys. He 

or she can go across all four states from the "separation" stage, then move to "integration" and 

then to "assimilation," and finally to "marginalization." This journey is clearly shown in Figure 

3 below. 

 

Figure 3. Stages of Ethnic Identity 
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2.5.4.3 Acculturation 

Berry (1997) refers to all four states, assimilation, integration, marginalization and 

separation as stages of acculturation. Acculturation is a phase of psychological and cultural 

change following intercultural communication (Berry, 2003, as cited in Berry et al., 2006). 

Cultural changes involve changes to the traditions and economic and political practices of a 

nation. Psychological shifts include changes in the attitudes of people towards the process of 

acculturation, their cultural identities (Phinney, 2003), and their social behaviors in relation to 

the groups in contact (as cited in Berry et al., 2006).  

In this context immigrants either embrace receiving-culture or retain heritage-culture. 

Those who accept culture can be categorized as integrated and assimilated, while those who 

protect cultural heritage can be defined as separated or marginalized (Nekby & Rödin, 2010, 

as cited in Raza, 2018). This process may also have a negative impact, such as the loss of one's 

ancestral culture, despite the benefits that it may have to immigrants to survive in the host 

society. The relationship between the states of identity of an immigrant is shown in Figure 3.6. 

 
Figure 4. Acculturation strategies 
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2.6 Diasporic identity  

Diasporic identity concerns people who live in the diaspora and their identity and 

connection to their homeland. While some argue about the relationship between culture, people 

or identity to a particular place (Lavie & Swedenburg, 1996), others argue that there are 

questions such as ‘where do you come from?’ or ‘what brought you here’ that links the 

contrasting terms ‘home/abroad’, ‘here/there’, and the concepts of ‘identity’ and ‘place’. 

Therefore, ‘place’ is of utmost importance and cannot be omitted from any terms or concepts 

that arise from the word ‘diaspora.’ Personal identity, on the contrary, denoted in the question 

‘who / what are you?’ refers to one's personal world, which includes self, family, job, career 

and other related fields (Rath, 2000). 

The development of a diasporic identity is a process that can evolve over time, 

differentiating between individuals. All diasporic identities, however, are the result of the 

complexity of the diasporic experience. 

The idea of diasporic identity is fundamentally associated with the concept of home and 

belonging. Living in the diaspora creates deep feelings in individuals, which are formations of 

diasporic identity, but only when they are living apart from the ancestral land, followed by 

feelings of displacement and nostalgia. 

Thus, identity is not only a result of cultural background but also a connection between 

the "physical and social environment the home country and the host country," the "other parts 

of the world and the place of residence," the "us" and the "other." Four major components of 

diaspora combine to influence diaspora identity are: a distinct language, historical memory, 

national religion, habitual status of a minority in a larger society. Both the homeland and 

hostland influence diaspora identity (Safran, 1999). 
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2.6.1 Diasporic hybrid identity 

“Diaspora hybrid identity results from a mix of characteristics from the homeland, the 

hostland, and lived experience” (Brinkerhoff, 2009, p.33). In host society, the processes of 

socialization and integration are significant factors either by exposure, social pressure, or 

consciously thought. Another factor that influence diaspora identity can be both from defensive 

and aggressive mechanism or positive and negative perspective of diasporian towards 

homeland or hostland. Origins of diaspora (reasons of migration) affects the demographic 

standpoint in religion, ethnic and political differences both within diaspora and between the 

diaspora and its hometown neighbors (Brinkerhoff, 2009). 
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CHAPTER 3 CONTEXT AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

3.1 History of Buryats 

Introduction 

The territory of "ethnic Buryatia" is composed of several districts (this definition has 

arisen in the last decades). Buryat ethnic population is located in three administrative units of 

ethnic type in the Russian Federation: (1) the Republic of Buryatia – the largest and 

institutionally “the most Buryat” political unit (286,839) (2) Buryat Ust-Orda Okrug – west to 

Baikal Lake in Irkutsk oblast (77,767), (3) Buryat Aga Okrug (73,941 in Zabaykalsky Krai). 

Okrug is Russian word for region, district. The two latter administrative divisions are smaller 

in terms of demography, ethnic population composition and cultural tradition, differing 

considerably from one another. These three administrative divisions, having nominal status as 

Buryat territories, are the largest concentrations of the population of Buryats (Nowicka, 2015).  

Nevertheless, the political, social and cultural situation of Buryats in the Republic, two 

Okrugs, in Buryat diasporas in Mongolia and China varies substantially. (4) Buryats also live 

in more scattered communities in South Siberia, in many parts of the country, including Russia's 

major cities–Moscow (3,000–5,000) and St. Petersburg. In addition, Buryats live in (5) 

Zabaykalsky Krai in a dispersed way (73,941). (6) Moreover, the northern part of Mongolia 

(80,000) and China (Inner Mongolia: 20,000–40,000) also include significant communities of 

Buryat ethnic origin (Nowicka, 2015).  

Likewise, the Buryat tribes were territorially flexible until recently, that is, to the third 

decade of the preceding year, roaming; usually going from north to south, but also back to south. 

During the period of economic reforms introduced by Russian Prime Minister Stolypin (1906–

1911), which hit the economy of Buryat shepherds, migrations to the South accelerated. Then, 

thousands of Buryats fled to Mongolia and Inner Mongolia (China) amid communist 

repressions, and in particular, forced collectivization, where they live till now. However, given 

their fairly good position in the Republic of Buryatia, even in this area, despite the nominal 
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Buryat ethnic character of the region, both the Buryat language and its ethnic heritage are 

threatened, and despite the lively efforts of Buryat ethnic elite (Dolgikh, 1960). 

Historically, the territory of the settlement of Buryat tribes to the arrival of the Russians 

was somewhat larger and occupied almost the entire upper and middle reaches of the Angara, 

the upper Lena, the coast of Lake Baikal and the valley of the main rivers in the central and 

southern parts of the Republic of Buryatia and Zabaykalsky Krai (Dolgikh, 1960).  

Tsybikdorzhiev (2003) narrated the history of Buryats, starting from Stone Age. 

Stone Age 

The Paleolithic of Buryatia is primarily known for the unique monuments of Malta and 

Buret (Irkutsk Region), where statuettes of the so-called "Paleolithic Venus" are found. In these 

works of primitive art reflected the cult of the goddesses of childbearing, perhaps the cult of 

women ancestors. The tribes that left these world famous monuments probably originated from 

the eastern coast of Lake Baikal. Their tools find the closest analogues in the cultures found on 

the territory of the Republic of Buryatia. Gradually they moved west, crossed Lake Baikal and 

settled in the Angara basin. In turn, the cultures of the Lower Paleolithic of Buryatia are 

associated with the cultures of northeastern and northern China and neighboring Mongolia. 

Later, other cultures (or stages of archaeological cultures) were noted in the Angara 

region - Yin, Kitoy, Serov, etc. At the Serov stage, the invention of the complex (composite) 

bow, the most advanced weapon of that era, was invented. By time, the find of the Serov bow 

is among the oldest in the world. 

The Mesolithic of Buryatia and neighboring regions is noted by the finds of the so-

called “Lacing ceramics” manufactured using technology similar to those invented in East Asia, 

in particular in the Jōmon culture (Japan) and eastern China. 

Bronze Age 

In the steppe regions of Buryatia and Mongolia, the Bronze Age was marked by the 

emergence of a culture of tiled graves and a culture of deer stones. The tribes that left these 
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monuments were already pastoralists, developed a manufacturing economy. Deer stones and, 

presumably, related herexurs (monuments in the form of circular stone mounds) were erected 

by Caucasoid tribes, probably speaking Proto-Iranian languages. Their ancestors, who mastered 

horse breeding, conquered significant steppe spaces of Eurasia and advanced up to the Selenga 

basin. Later their territory was again occupied by the Mongoloid tribes, who left the tiled graves. 

In the Angara region, the Bronze Age is associated with the Glazkov culture, the 

creators of which were Mongoloid. Glazkov culture is not directly related to the steppes; it 

arose independently in the taiga (boreal forest) zone. 

From the turn of 2-1 thousand BC, tribes of tiled graves began to move north and 

northwest. They mastered river valleys suitable for nomadic cattle breeding that flow into 

Baikal (Barguzin, Selenga), crossed Baikal, and settled along the Angara. Their symbiosis with 

ancient local tribes marks the emergence of that population and, probably, a language that can 

already be considered in direct connection with history. 

Ancient history 

In the 3rd century BC, an extensive nomadic Hunnu 匈奴 empire was being formed in 

the Mongolian steppe, whose expansion led to increased migration of the remains of the tribal 

culture of tiled graves, as well as other tribes inhabiting the steppes of Buryatia and Transbaikal. 

Some of them moved east and north, but movement to the west was also noted. So, the tribes 

that buried the dead on their side with bent legs leave the Selenga valley, including on the west 

coast of Lake Baikal, on the island of Olkhon and in the Angara region. So another ethnic 

component appears, which later took part in the formation of the ethnic base of the Buryats. 

During the heyday of the Huns, they occupy the entire southern and central parts of 

Buryatia, where they find large monuments of their culture - burial grounds, cities. A few 

kilometers from Ulan-Ude was a large Hunnic city - the Ivolginsky settlement. 
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The collapse of the power of the Huns led to new migrations, some of them, probably 

under the blows of the eastern tribes (Xianbei 鮮卑) also depart to the more northern and 

western regions. The archaeological cultures of the Angara and Olkhon, while maintaining their 

own funeral rites, are full of artifacts of the Hunnic appearance. Obviously, what part of the 

Huns also joined the ethno-cultural cauldron of this region. 

Middle Ages 

The collapse of the Xianbei 鮮卑 power (3rd century AD) is considered the end of 

ancient history and the beginning of the Middle Ages in the steppe part of Asia. After several 

centuries of episodic contacts between the tribes of Buryatia and China, during the Wei and 

Tang dynasties, contacts became permanent and information about the proto-Buryat tribes 

becomes more streamlined in the records of these dynasties. 

During this period, the Bayegu, Bayirqu (拔也古), Hoyhu (Selengin Uyghurs 維吾爾), 

Gushi Damo, Guligan (骨利干), Alagchin (賀蘭部), Baximi (拔悉密) and several others are 

noted in Chinese and Turkic sources in Buryatia. According to descriptions from Chinese 

monuments, it becomes clear that some of these tribes lived on both shores of Lake Baikal (骨

利干), and, apparently, they moved through Barguzin and Olkhon Island to the steppe regions 

of the Angara region and to the Upper Lena. A part of the mentioned ethnonyms of that time 

were later well identified with the names of tribes of ethnographic modernity. 

Bayegu 拔也古, or bayaguts, by the 13th century were divided into two branches, of 

which the northern one was called the bargu (along the 巴爾古津河 Bargu / Bargujin / Barguzin 

river). This branch settled next to the Khorchin tribe (科爾沁部). Both tribes in the era of the 

Mongol Empire were forced to relocate. Bargu wandered along with the Oirats, but by the 16th 

century they were in the east of Mongolia and eventually settled in Hulunbuir 呼倫貝爾. 

Khorchins were settled in the inheritance of the brother of Genghis Khan Khasar, who was 
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located in the south of Transbaikal. In the 15th century, they advanced further east and 

populated lands in the east of Inner Mongolia and the west of Jirin. 

The guligan tribe (骨利干), or kurykan (in Turkic monuments), inhabited the East 

Sayan and adjacent territories. Their settlement approximately covered modern Tunku, Oka and 

part of Hubsugul. 

Gushi Damo, whose name is reconstructed as Gushan Tumat, is recorded in the early 

Chinese sources in the north of Buryatia, approximately in the Barguzinsky and Itantsinsky 

valleys. Where did they come from in the 5-6 centuries, began to move through Lake Baikal to 

Olkhon, to the Kuda steppe and to the Upper Lena (modern Kachug district of Irkutsk region). 

Yeloje tribes (賀蘭部 Alagchins) living on the middle and lower Angara are noted in 

Chinese sources as neighbors of the Yenisei Kyrgyz (“which they look like”), but with a 

different language. 

In the 12th century, there was another major migration from east to west. From the 

Selenga valley, the Chigee tribe, now known as the Buryat tribe Segenut, is moving across the 

ice of Lake Baikal. 

By the 11th-12th centuries, almost all the tribes living west of Lake Baikal were 

probably politically united. The Muslim sources of this time no longer mention any other names, 

the entire population here was called Kuri, which researchers unanimously understand as the 

ethnonym Khori (the name of the largest part of the Buryat people). The Khori that remained 

in the Barguzin valley probably became known as Khorchins, and those who moved to the west 

- as Khori-Tumats. At the same time, the term gushi, noted by the Chinese, seems to be a Buryat 

ethnonym Gushad, which is called a genus from the older group of the Khorinsky tribe. 

In the 10th century, due to internal strife, part of the Khori-Tumats migrated east, to the 

south of Transbaikal, where it merges into the community known to the Chinese annals under 

the name Shivei. In Mongolian monuments, this event is celebrated as the arrival of a group of 
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chorilar from the Khori-Tumat land. As part of these immigrants, Princess Alan-goa is 

mentioned, who married a local leader. Upon the death of her husband, she gives birth to three 

more sons, one of whom, Bodonchar 孛端察兒, becomes the founder of the Borjigin 孛兒只

斤氏 tribe. After several generations, the descendant of Bodonchar, Temujin 鐵木真, wins the 

rivalry of the steppe nomads and becomes the ruler with the title of Genghis Khan. 

Mongolian sources perceive the tribes living around Lake Baikal as an ethnocultural 

community under the general name of the Barguts, i.e. the Mongols of the Genghis Khan era 

considered the Barga (巴爾虎), Khori-tumats and Seganuts (in the Secret History of the 

Mongols marked as Tooles) close to each other. Moreover, the Mongolian sources did not 

mention khorchins, which the Mongols at that time apparently did not distinguish from the 

bargas. 

In the era of the Mongol Empire, part of the northern tribes left their lands. The Khori-

tumats, known from the Mongolian sources and from the Rashid al-Din's “Collection of 

Chronicles,” for how long they fought with the Mongols, eventually leave the Angara, Olkhon, 

Tunka and go far east. According to one theory, this event was connected with the war for the 

throne between the supporters of Arig-Bugi and Khubilai. The Khori-Tumats decide to support 

Khubilai and move to the territory under his control. In the annals of the Khori-Buryats this is 

described as follows: "they went nine months east, until they arrived at the shore of the great 

ocean." 

During the war with the Khori-Tumats, Genghis Khan orders three thousand soldiers 

"from other Khongirad 弘吉剌 tribes" to be resettled on their land. By the end of the 13th 

century, these immigrants remained there, and later in the sources there is no mention of their 

return from there. Among the Khongirad tribes, Ikhires and Karanut are noted, whose 

ethnonyms in the Buryat form - Ekhirit and Kharanut - are still known in the Angara region and 
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on the Upper Lena. Ekhirits are another significant part of the Buryat people and speak a special 

dialect in which ‘th’ corresponds to the Mongolian ‘j’. 

 The documents of the 13th century also mention the commander of the Jedi tribe (Jidi) 

Bayagut named Buka Noion. He, along with other associates of Genghis Khan, under the name 

"Bukh-Noyon Buryat," is known in ritual texts stored in Ordos, in the cult center of Eight White 

Yurts. This character is revered by the Buryat tribal union Bulagat as the first ancestor, which 

is probably evidence of the resettlement of the descendants of this commander in the Buryat 

lands. 

The Buryats have historically been divided into four main units, which are 

conventionally considered to be tribes or tribal unions: the Khori, Bugalat, Ekhirit, and 

Khongodor. The split from the Mongolian empire and its integration into Russia have played a 

crucial role in consolidating these tribes and fostering a sense of independence from other 

Mongolian nations, according to most scholars studying the Buryats.  

1659 has been regarded as the year of Buryatia's incorporation into Russia, 

conventionally (but not officially). And at the same time territorial issues were officially solved 

in 1689 following the signing of the Nerchinsk Agreement, which established the eastern 

borders of Russia to China. The issue of the southern borders was discussed until 1727, when 

the Burinsk Treaty (called after a place near Kyakhta) was reached, defining the Russian-

Mongolian frontier. Free movement of nomadic Mongolian-speaking communities in the 

Baikal region, Khalkh Mongolia and Jungaría has since been over and the Russian 

government took full control of the local population whose further ethnic development was 

affected by the Russian population. The general self-name "Buryat," which eventually 

recognized the unity of ethnic self-awareness ("I am Buryat") began to spread since the 

boundaries were established. Thereby, it is acknowledged that the establishment of a state 

border was the key point when the Buryat ethnic identity and Buryat ethnic group was 
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created. At the same time, it must be mentioned: territorial state division do not mean the 

complete destruction of the traditional economic and cultural relations between the Buryats and 

other Mongolian people (Boronoyeva, 2006). 

3.2 Socio-political and economic discriminations: Russian role 

Geography has distinguished Buryat food and dress from the Mongols of steppe and 

grassland. Their language, diet and livelihood were also affected by Russian influences 

(Humphrey, 1996, as cited in Sartor, 2015). During Stalin's rule (1937–1953), Buryats suffered 

largely coerced assimilation of Russian language and culture, including denigration of their 

language and culture. Many of them suffered and/or died in the Great Purges of Stalin. The 

language of Buryats was no longer taught in schools, lamas and religious leaders were tortured 

and murdered, and many innocent civilians lost their livelihoods and/or lives. At the beginning 

of the 20th century, immigrants far exceeded the number of Buryats in their region. Soviet 

urbanization and collectivization came with this outnumbering. Buryats lost power and prestige 

of their language and culture (Humphrey, 1996, as cited in Sartor, 2016). However, the Buryats 

established sovereignty in 1924 and formed the Buryat Republic (Montgomery, 2005, as cited 

in Sartor, 2016). Stalin forced the new republic to reduce its borders in 1937. The Soviet rule 

enforced Cyrillic, ditching Mongolian classic (vertical) script. Indigenous knowledge of culture 

has been lost (Khilkhanova & Khilkhanov, 2004). 

3.2.1 Early socialization process of Buryats 

Thus, Buryats face them problem of assimilation. In this thesis, Russian environment 

and Buryat environment will be discussed. Some Buryats are born into so-called Russian 

environment, which means they were not taught the Buryat language, culture and traditions by 

their families or at school, speaking only the Russian language, knowing more about Russian 

culture. In addition, the majority of people surrounding them when they were growing up, are 
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ethnic Russians. Some of them call themselves or being called as ‘Russianized’ or ‘Russified’ 

Buryat.  

Other Buryats are born into Buryat environment, which means they also can speak 

Buryat language, or at least know some aspects and traditions of Buryat culture. They were 

taught the language or culture at school or their parents taught them. The majority of people 

surrounding them when they were growing up, are Buryats. 

Buryats, who were born during Soviet rule and after the collapse of Soviet Union, were 

taught in Russian language at school. All of the books are in Russian, the curriculum 

emphasizes the importance of learning the Russian language, not Buryat. Some schools, 

especially National Republic schools, include the Buryat language and literature in their 

curriculum, other schools not, affecting ethnic identity of Buryats in some way. 

Most of Buryats only speak the Russian language, not Buryat. One of the reasons is that 

their parents has never taught or spoken the Buryat language to them. Moreover, young Buryats 

do not even know much about their culture and traditions.  

3.3 BURYAT IDENTITY 

Indeed, different factors could influence the formation of Buryat identity. This section 

will introduce identity of Russian Buryats, i.e. those who were born in Russian Federation, in 

Republic of Buryatia. The issue of Buryat ethnic identity is very complex, since the influence 

of Russian culture is very significant.  

Buryats in Republic of Buryatia seem to choose ethnic identity over national identity. 

According to Yelaeva, ethnic identity in the group structure of identification preferences of the 

Buryats of Republic of Buryatia represented almost twice as high as national identity. For 

example, the results obtained by Yelayeva (2002) showed that only 12.2% of the respondents 

felt their commonality with the citizens of Russia, while 67.8% felt the same with people of 

their ethnicity, 59.1% with people of the same faith. Yelayeva concluded: "Ethnic identity 
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among modern Russian Buryats, of course, dominates the national one" (as cited in Romanova, 

2009). 

Sometimes Buryats have a hybrid identity. The research about Tsyben Zhamtsarano, 

one of the most prominent Buryat activist, states that he tended to adopt a dual identity while 

interacting with Russian academics. On the one hand, using word “our scientific world” he 

identified himself as a European Scholar, in his letters to St. Petersburg academics. On the the 

other hand, he represented himself as an insider, when talking about Buryat development (Tolz, 

2015).  

The empirical data also shows that “the most significant factors in the process of 

integration and consolidation” are Buryats’ common genesis and history (22%), homeland, 

nature, territory (13,9), language (13,6), peculiarities of the national character and behavior 

(12,7), religion (12), appearance (10,3) (Dagbaev, Dagbaeva, Dashinimayeva & Zandeeva, 

2016). 

3.3.1 Identity and ‘belonging’ 

 Sense of belonging and sense of exclusion are crucial psychological factors that can 

influence the co-construction of racial and ethnic identities. Sense of belonging is the 

experience of personal involvement in a system in such a way that people have a sense of valued 

involvement, fit between themselves and the system (Hagerty, Lynch-Sauer, Patusky, 

Bouwsema, & Collier, 1992), and legitimacy (Shotter, 1993, as cited in Kim et al., 2010). On 

the other hand, the sense of exclusion implies feelings of alienation from the group, not because 

one feels personally different per se, but because he or she feels that the group denounces or 

hurdles the legitimacy of an affinity claim (AhnAllen, Suyemoto, & Carter, 2006, as cited in 

Kim et al., 2010). 

Phinney and Alipuria (1990) assert that sense of belonging embodies feelings towards 

an ethnic group that cannot be captured using ethnic labels based on self-identification. 
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Personal experiences of belonging or exclusion relate to the perception of individuals that they 

differ from others (i.e. racially and/or ethnically) and to the knowledge and understanding of 

the social meanings of race and ethnicity and related membership boundaries (Kich, 1992, as 

cited in Kim et al. 2010).  

Belonging politics is not just a sense of belonging somewhere, it is a set of choices that 

determine whether someone, whether themselves or someone else, will fit in. It is about both 

stating and accepting being part of a group; it is a mixture of identification as and identification 

with defined by Verkuyten (2004). 

Based on the literature review, Buryats’ sense of belonging to the group includes sense 

of belonging to national and ancestral homeland, language, religion, and traditional festivals. 

3.3.2 Homeland, nature, territory  

Ties to the land, family practices and spiritual practices have been significant identity 

markers for the Buryat youth (Sartor, 2016). While studying in Chinese Inner Mongolia, young 

Buryat Mongolian students, who were born in Russia, had identity issues. Bakhtin’s theories 

of dialogism and ideological becoming were employed to analyze findings. Young Buryats 

identified with their ancestral homeland, the Republic of Buryatia and with their national 

homeland, the Russian Federation. They confirmed their Buryat identity by birth on the Buryat 

land when they identified themselves. On the other hand, Buryat teenagers called their 

nationality as Russian, because the Russian Federation had enormous political power in their 

eyes. Land was the major marker for the cultural identity of these Buryat boys, rather than 

language, cultural practices or religion. 

3.3.2.1 Ancestral homeland 

The emotional state of one of the Buryat girls, who lived in Inner Mongolia and was 

observed by Sartor (2016), had changed after coming back home to Buryatia. Thus, emotional 

ease significantly reflected her self-sense (as an Indigenous Buryat) linked to a sense of place 

(her Indigenous homeland). The Buryats' sense of place in their indigenous homeland extends 
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strongly into cultural dimensions and cultural identity. Linking Buryats to their ideologies of 

wisdom, history, spirituality and language, make them feel connected to the land (personal 

communication, January 2014, Sartor, 2016). By trying to understand how Buryats saw their 

land, it is more understandable how Buryats imagine themselves as people. In honoring the 

land, Buryats recognize the importance of the community and the family. They also reflect on 

their history as a people and their cultural standards. According to Bakhtin (1984) a place 

creates, influences and impacts human identity (as cited in Sartor, 2016). 

Individuals are not only dependent on the personal way of development but also on the 

attributes of the historiography of the society they live in, including the geographical 

environment and the type of labor activity and economy typical of a certain stage of social 

evolution. The Great Steppe's landscape and climate influenced the development of the 

ideology and identity of nomadic cultures. The local nature or space (i.e. the vast plains and 

steppes) also have a certain ethno-cultural way of perception, defined by slowness, tranquility 

and balance, to a considerable extent. The Buryat nomads traveled from one place to another 

and learned how to save the land and protect the environment from depletion. They performed 

rituals to ask permission before hunting, to show respect and express admiration and 

gratefulness to the local gods of the mountains, rivers and forests. Since ancient times, the 

Buryats treated nature and the environment in a tactful manner, because they were sacred and 

required respect (Boldonova, 2016).  
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Figure 5. Lake Baikal (Olkhon Island) 

Buryats perceive the land, especially Lake Baikal (see Fig.5), as a living and sacred 

ancestor. During fieldwork of Sartor (2016), each Buryat participant described Lake Baikal as 

‘alive, sacred and powerful’. Focal children frequently visited the lake. Their sense of place is 

a way to build past and to share cultural and personal history. It was also used to maintain 

social traditions that generate personal and ethnic identities. In fact, a lot of writers called Lake 

Baikal a sacred lake, Buryatia's magnificent and unique diamond, Russia's pearl and the entire 

planet. Lake Baikal's stunning beauty has always been a subject of creative activity (Boldonova, 

2013, as cited in Boldonova, 2016). Baikal integrates and serves as a symbol of the Buryats as 

ethnic groups and lands around it. The influence of Baikal on people's lives in the area is diverse: 

it not only defines the particular characteristics of financial and business activities, yet also 

expands its spiritual power to the structures of reflection, self-knowledge and aesthetic 

experience in art and literature. At the lake, there is a moment of intimate connection with the 

sea, because Baikal is understood by those who live on its shores, a moment when one feels its 

energy – it is a moment of coexistence (Boldonova, 2016). 

VS: What makes a Buryat a Buryat? 
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SU: I was born in Buryatia, my parents are Buryats. 

VS: But Buryatia is Russian territory? 

SU: “Those Russians think that all Siberia is their property - but it’s not. Buryatia 

is ours. Baikal belongs to Buryats, not Russians.” 

(Personal communication, Sartor, 2016) 

Now the participant represented herself clearly in terms of homeland. Additionally, she 

was clearly dissatisfied with Russian hegemonic practices — the occupation and colonization 

of Buryat ancestral lands. Another family identified themselves with Buryat lands. However, 

they preferred Russians to be on their land rather than Chinese. Indeed, the majority of Buryats 

said that local Russians respected Buryat land. While Chinese would harm and damage the 

nature and beauty of the land (Sartor, 2016). 

3.3.2.2 National homeland 

Buryat identity persists through their link with their land; it is more powerful today than 

their linguistic link. Buryat teenagers observed by Sartor (2016) identified themselves 

differently either to assert a powerful identity or to use it as a shield against discrimination. An 

interviewee said: “With the Outer Mongolians I can be Mongolian too, but with those Chinese 

— I’m always Russian. I pretend I speak nothing but Russian. I tell them that I come from 

Russia — not Mongolia”. With Outer Mongolian peers, at times the Buryat boys attempted to 

speak in Khalkha; these Buryats wanted to associate and identify themselves with Mongolians 

who were “free” from hegemonic forces (Russia and China). But in China, Buryat children 

reported themselves as strangers, thus, feeling unsafe they identified their homeland as Russia, 

rather than Buryatia, because the children understood Russia was politically more powerful 

than Buryatia. Sartor (2016) also interviewed a mixed raced girl asking if she is Buryat or 

Russian. She answered: “I’m both. But in China, uh, I was born in Russia, you know? I can’t 

let them think I’m a Mongolian girl. Here they think Mongols are stupid.” Again, they 
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identified Russia as their birthplace, emphasizing it over her Buryat homeland. On the other 

hand, being ‘Russian’ in Russia was resented. 

3.3.3 Traditional dance and festivals 

The conditions and opportunities for intergenerational cultural transmission are shifting 

fundamentally in the modern world.  The school is unable or unwilling to relay issues and 

values crucial to formation of an ethnic identity. In such situation, the process of passing 

down traditions to the next generations becomes increasingly important for public events 

coordinated by the intellectual elite and administrative centers. The platform for presentation, 

ideological construction and cultural national canonical patterns of important contents became 

ethnofestivals, rallies, reunions and entertaining activities. Large organized public events are 

the most convenient way in the contemporary world, a sort of realistic social tool to express 

the reinforcement of ethnic or national identity (Nowicka, 2015). 

Buryats' performing art, especially folkloric dance, is an expression that represents and 

derives from ‘the nomadic lifestyle, household activity, courage, love, pride and livestock’. 

The dance is accompanied by singing, and some musical instruments as ‘morin khuur, ikel 

khuur, tovshuur, tsuur’ the performers usually wear ethnic costumes. The motifs and 

movements of traditional folk dances have been used since ancient times to convey narratives 

and social myths of Mongolian history and culture (Tsolmon, 2017). 

 

Figure 6. Yohor, traditional dance of Buryats 
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Yohor (see Fig.6) refers to a singing round dance of the ethnic Buryat group in 

Mongolia, the Buryat Republic of Russia and the People's Republic of China (Shineheen 

Buryats), is a complicated synchronized expression of poetry, melody and movement. Yohor 

is traditionally performed with vocal singing and a modern way of playing music. Buryat elders 

explained that most of the times they dance to feel their ethnic identity. Dancing Yohor reminds 

them of the Buryat collective past and enhances the present and future ethnic identity. Buryats 

believe that Yohor becomes real when the singing and moving are performed from heart for 

the soul. In fact, the dance of Yohor reflects the cultural uniqueness and unity of the people of 

Buryat in three countries. Due to a long history and complicated political situations, the culture, 

tradition and language of the people of Buryat have changed (Tsolmon, 2017).  

The cultural festivals, e.g. Altargana, Surkharban, Yohor, Night Yohor, and Global 

Yohor, demonstrate how Buryats have long attempted to resurrect traditional culture and art 

(Tsolmon, 2017).  

The Altargana festival initiated by the Mongolian side was one of the most effective 

cultural tools for uniting different parts of the ethnos under study. Starting with a Buryat song 

contest, it received an official status, as well as a financial support from the government. Very 

soon the initiative developed into an international forum of the Buryat Mongolians, Russia and 

China. Today Altargana is held every two years alternately in Russia and Mongolia, gathering 

thousands of people (Romanova, 2009).  
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Figure 7. National wrestling "bukha barldaan" 

Surkharban «Three Games of a Man» is a national sport festival of Buryats. To attend 

the festival means to recognize the spirit of warriors of the past, the descendants of Genghis 

Khan. The Buryat's favorite sport is national "bukha barldaan" wrestling (See Fig.7). Well 

before the wrestlers start training to get into a good shape under the guidance of their coaches. 

An archery competition is no less exciting. Horse racing is Surkharban's third event. In Buryat 

epics, brooms, in order to find a beatiful bride, competed in horse racing. Today Surkharban is 

part of national culture, so the festival's growth, promotion and scientific studies should be seen 

as an important component of the revival of spiritual culture ("Surkharban - Three Games of a 

Man | Tourist portal of Ulan-Ude", 2019). 

Indeed, Buryat migrants still celebrate these national holidays. In July, 2019 more than 

200 Buryats gathered together in New York city, the USA to celebrate Surkharban (See Fig.8). 

Moreover, in February of the same year, about 350 Buryat migrants in New York celebrated 

Sagaalgan (Lunar New Year) and danced Yohor together ("Migrants from Buryatia held 

Surkharban in New York", 2019). 
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Figure 8. Buryat diaspora in New York 

Nevertheless, fast modernization and globalization with language loss poses a threat to 

Buryats’ collective memory and life experience (Tsolmon, 2017). 

3.3.4 Language 

By the 1991, after fall of Soviet Union, the majority of Buryats lost their language 

ability. Today Buryats reside in three non-territorially adjacent administrative regions. Buryat 

identity was seriously affected by the permanent division in the past, made according to the 

Stalin’s “divide and rule” principle, as well as by current absence of a political form of 

community. Buryat language was taught in fewer schools, the number of Buryat-language 

media had dropped dramatically, and many Buryats preferred to speak Russian just because of 

the socioeconomic advantages. The Russian language has always been in a dominant position 

in most spheres of life, including the government, science, and financial institutions. Several 

researchers stated that Buryat is not widely spoken by younger generations, highly educated, 

government employees and urbanized Buryats (Bukhaeva, 2003; Dorzhieva, 2004; Khubrikov, 

2001; Zham’ianova, 2003, as cited in Sweet & Chakars, 2010). 

The Buryat language, an official Mongolian dialect, has already been included by the 

2010 UNESCO Interactive Atlas of World's Languages in Danger in the category of critically 

endangered languages. A research on the assimilation of the Buryat minority with Russians, 
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however, resulting in the loss of the importance of the Buryat language except as a cultural 

marker, indicated that the loss of language does not threaten the ethnic identity itself 

(Khilkhanova & Khilkhanov, 2004).  

Urban Buryats, who grew up predominantly within the Russian culture, feel the need to 

learn the Buryat language, but do not do it; often all together, such a need is missing. 

Nonetheless, ethnic identity awakening among the Buryat occurs mostly in terms of endo-and 

exocategorization, understanding of individuals belonging to a particular ethnic group, but not 

in real actions towards the acquisition of native language (Khilkhanova & Khilkhanov, 2004). 

The presence of many (especially young) people in the Buryat minority group, who do 

not only know the native language but also many native customs, traditions and other cultural 

markers, indicates that we can only speak of the very basis of culture. It means that when ethnic 

identity survives, a definite set of relevant ethno-cultural markers remains from many cultural 

components (religion, habits, mentality, traditions, and so on). The language may be included 

in this set, or excluded. The example of Buryat indicates that many Buryats did exclude the 

native language from these markers (Khilkhanova & Khilkhanov, 2004).   

Two options were identified regarding the Buryats linguistic and ethnicity link. First, 

as an irrelevant ethnocultural marker, minority language is abandoned. Second, in combination 

with Russian, minority language is preserved making many Buryats bilingual persons with 

bicultural identity, which is quite common for Russia. In both cases, the mother tongue is 

considered as an important cultural symbol of the ethnic Buryat group. Nevertheless, the first 

phenomenon is so strong that it can be assumed, Buryat language does not affect ethnic identity 

itself but has more symbolic, unifying meaning and abandoned. The Buryat case shows that 

ethnic identity, with the loss of indigenous group language, may actually survive (Khilkhanova 

& Khilkhanov, 2004). 
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3.3.5 Religion 

Religion plays a conceptual and functional role as a marker of identity and ethnic 

culture. Religion has become a resource for preserving and reviving ethnic originality. The idea 

of religious unity is one of the main features of ethnic identity (Khilkhanova & Khilkhanov, 

2004).  

 

Figure 9. Shaman performing a Shamanic ritual 

The main religions of Buryats are Tibetan Buddhism and Shamanism. The most ancient 

faith is Shamanism (see Fig. 9). Refers to relations between indigenous people of Baikal region 

and surrounded mountains, forests, lakes and rivers. Every geographical area had its own 

deities – "ezhins"– patrons of the region. Some ritual ceremonies are held today, for example, 

believers pay tribute to holy places– «obo», «barisa»– on long journeys. In 1741 the Russian 

government officially recognized Buddhism: Empress Elizabeth issued a Decree on the legal 

status of the Buddhist clergy. According to this decree, the government officially allowed 

religious sermons and other activities among the Buryats to the Buddhist monks (Yelaeva, 

2015).  
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One possible way of analyzing ethnicity is to define the ethno-identifying predictors of 

the markers. It was shown that the predominant roles in the ethno-defining system of the Buryat 

identity still pertain to the cultural characteristics. According to the findings ethno-sociological 

studies, the mark "Buddhism" occupied fourth place in the Buryat ethnic identification system 

(1996-1997 mass survey – 35,2 % of the respondents were Buryats, 2002-2003 mass survey – 

46,7 %, 2006 mass survey – 55,9 %, as cited in Yelaeva, 2015).  

In fact, there is a positive correlation between religious involvement of parents and their 

children (Stott, 1988). Children usually acquire the religious views of their parents. ‘Inherited 

Buddhist’ is a label introduced by Sugunasiri (2006) refers to children, who ‘inherit’ their 

religion, in this case Buddhism, from their parents. Most of the Buryats are ‘Inherited 

Buddhists’. For instance, Buryat parents taught and socialized their children to respect and 

follow Shamanism and Buddhist beliefs that require respect for the earth and the unity of the 

family. Their children were taught to obey and accede to the wishes of their parents and elders. 

“We teach our children respect, to speak only when addressed and to revere their homeland. 

As Buddhists, they learn tolerance and compassion,” clarified a Buryat parent (Sartor, 2016). 

However, some people consider themselves to be Buddhists by nominal signs, 

especially because their parents proclaim themselves Buddhists or because they acknowledge 

Buddhism as the national religion, and so forth. The nominal membership of a religious 

community (“belonging without believing”) is more widespread in modern Buryat society than 

actual religiosity. The term “believing without belonging” was used to characterize people in 

the UK who are Christians but rarely or never visit the church nowadays (Davie, 1994, as cited 

in Yelaeva, 2015).  

The idea of the religious unity of ethnic minority members is one of the most crucial 

elements of the ethnic identity of Buryat. The number of Buryats who consider themselves to 

be believers has increased, which in turn demonstrates that the role of religion as a personally 
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recognized marker of the Buryat ethnicity should be enhanced. Some participants identified 

themselves as Buddhists as well as Shamanists. They pointed out they asked both Buddhist 

monks-lamas and shamans for advice. To ask for well-being, they follow Buddhist and 

Shamanic rituals. In fact, religious and ethnic are closely linked to each other's religiousness. 

Belonging to a particular religion promotes a sense of solidarity among the faithful and thus 

increases the stability of the religious community. Therefore, one of the main elements of ethnic 

identity is the idea of religious unity (Yelaeva, 2015). 

3.3.6 Acculturation strategy of Buryats in Russia 

The modern Buryats demonstrate two types of strategy according to Berry's theories 

on acculturation strategies: integration and combination of strategies.  In the first case 

(integration), Buryats identify with the ethnic groups and do not deny their historical, ethnic or 

cultural heritage. In the second case, Buryats generally seek cultural as well as linguistic 

integration (via bilingualism or diglossia), economic assimilation (in employment) and marital 

separation (through endogamy) (Khilkhanova & Khilkhanov, 2004). 

Because the cultural content is becoming increasingly similar with the cultural content 

of other ethnic communities (in this case, Russian) and, simultaneously, many behavioral 

stereotypes, attitudes, etc. imply a disparity in mentalities, not to mention obvious differences 

in appearance, and the religious, Buddhist element, which, in this case, does not work so much 

as an integration factor, instead as differentiation. Therefore, in this case, not only the desire 

for ethno-integration, but also the ethno-differentiation is a justification for the value of the 

Buddhism. The cultural factor is the main adaptive factor to the changing living conditions of 

the ethnic group. On its basis, those new meanings are developed that allow to save the 

dichotomy that defines ethnic boundaries and, therefore, does not allow the ethnic group to 

disappear (Bazhenova, 2011). 
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3.4 Buryat Diaspora 

Buryat communities, which were formed outside the historical area of settlement, are 

interesting for researchers from many points of view. They are a convenient object for studying 

intercultural contacts, problems of preserving the language and culture in a foreign language 

and foreign cultural environment, adaptive strategies of migrant communities, etc. The most 

studied, from this point of view, are the Chinese (Shenehen) Buryats, Mongolian Buryats; 

studies are being conducted of Buryats living in European countries. Studies of Russian 

Buryats outside Siberia are practically absent in Russian and foreign literature. Moscow 

Buryats also did not fall into the field of view of researchers. 

3.4.1 Historical and Migrant Buryat Diaspora 

3.4.1.1 Buryat diaspora in China (Inner Mongolia) 

According to the German historian Heissing, by the middle of the XVIII century. 

several thousand Buryats migrated to China and settled in Barg, which territorially belonged 

to the Republic of China (as cited in Romanova, 2009). The ethnocultural group of the 

Shenehen Buryats formed as a result of cross-border migration. The group emerged through 

the migration of several thousand Buryats into China, who were fleeing the horrors of the civil 

war and the Soviet government’s rule in Russia. The main reason for migration was the 

Stolypin reform in Russia, as a result of which thousands of nomads lost their pastures. The 

group was consolidated when the Iron Curtain closed the border behind them. They maintained 

a powerful sense of nostalgia and attraction for their native land, where the majority of Buryats 

still lived.  

3.4.1.2 Buryat diaspora in Mongolia 

Almost same reasons of migration as Shenehen Buryats have led Buryat people to settle 

in Mongolia. Also, recently Buryats migrated to Mongolia in order to seek job opportunities. 

Since most of them speak Russian and Buryat, they became teachers of Russian in Mongolia 

or scholars. 
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The Buryats of Mongolia represent the largest part of the Buryat ethnic group outside 

the Russian Federation. They stand out from the Mongolian society by the history of their 

appearance in the country, their special role in the politics of the Mongolian People’s Republic 

at the early stages of its formation, the Buryat’s historical and cultural connection with Russia, 

and the political status of the Buryat people in the neighboring Soviet Union. The ambiguous 

attitude of the Mongol majority to the Buryat minority has developed on this ground, old myths 

live and new myths arise that are associated with different aspects of the life and activity of the 

Buryat ethnic group in Mongolia (Nanzatov, 2010). 

Their legal status was determined only after the revolution of 1921. The authorities 

proclaimed their independence of Mongolia and treated the Buryat migrants kindly. They 

supported the creation of their own institutions, recognizing them as bodies representing the 

interests of the group (Baldano & Dyatlov, 2012). Having moved to Mongolia, the Buryats did 

not find themselves in an alien environment that would necessitate the formation of a classical 

diaspora, adhering to the strategy of isolating its members with the framework of intra-ethnic 

communications, opposing the processes of dissolution of the ethnic group, its cultural 

assimilation. 

Nevertheless, the modern Buryats of Mongolia, through the activities of public 

organizations, websites, contribute to the restoration and coverage of certain stages in the 

history of the Buryat emigration to Mongolia, preservation of important characteristics of the 

national identity of their people, and contribute to the development of national culture and 

ethnic identity, which allows to talk about the existence of the Buryat diaspora in the country 

and the reproduction of ethnic identity (Nanzatov, 2010). 

3.4.3 A brief overview of the Modern Buryat Diaspora 

According to a Gallup survey (Esipova & Ray, 2019), the number of working-age 

Russians who would like to migrate has tripled from 14% to 44% among 15 to 29 year-olds, 
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from 7% to 22% among 30 to 45 year-olds, and from 3% to 9% among 46 to 60 year-olds, 

since 2014. While typically young people are more likely to want to migrate— as they are the 

most mobile within a population — 44 % of the youngest Russians who want to move 

is unprecedented in the past decade. At least one in five Russians with primary education or 

less (20%), some tertiary education (19%) and college degrees or higher (24%) say they would 

like to leave Russia permanently. 

The weakening international status of the modern Russia, the economic instability, high 

unemployment rate has led Russian Buryats to seek for job opportunities in big cities, leading 

them to leave their home and migrate to Moscow, Saint-Petersburg and even to go abroad. 

3.4.3.1 Buryat diaspora in Europe 

The communities of Buryats and Kalmyks in Europe are not numerous, but the 

geography of their residence is quite wide: these are Spain, Italy, Germany, France, Holland, 

Belgium, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Norway, Finland, etc. There are no official statistics 

showing the exact number of migrants - Buryats and Kalmyks from Russia in different 

European countries. Migrants themselves can indicate the approximate number of their fellow 

countrymen living with them in the same country. About a thousand of Buryats today live in 

France. Most of the Buryats arrived in France in the late XX - early XXI century. More than a 

thousand Buryats live in Spain. The Spanish diaspora is considered the largest in Europe. 

Buryat diaspora in Europe mostly consists of labor migrants and dominated by women who 

work in care field, e.g. as babysitters, caregiver, etc. (Nanzatov, 2016). 

3.5 Buryat Identity in the Diaspora  

3.5.1 Ethnic identity of Shenehen Buryats 

According to D. Boronoeva (2000), who has been studying the Buryats in China for 

several years, “ethnic identity occupies a large place in the identification matrix of the 

Shenehen Buryats” (p. 112). Data, the articles received by the author during the field work 
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confirm this opinion - the interviewed experts believe that the majority of Shenehen Buryats 

feel more like Buryats and Mongols than Chinese citizens. Ethnic identities (as Buryat and 

Mongolian) identities are supported both by the very fact of the group living in a foreign culture, 

and isolation, relative isolation of the Buryat diaspora in China. China has always been 

characterized by a policy of separation of "barbarians" from the ethnic core of the state - the 

Han. Until 1913, the Chinese were forbidden to settle in the Mongolian steppes, to marry the 

Mongolians. This tradition has largely survived to this day. Most of the “Chinese” Buryats live 

in rural areas and have little contact with the Han. However, the development of mineral 

reserves located on the territory of the automated workplace, the plowing of pastures, has led 

to desertification of lands on which it is no longer possible to graze cattle. This leads to the 

forced migration of the Mongols to the cities, a change of activity and an increase in the rate 

of acculturation. However, acculturation itself is unlikely to lead to the rapid growth of national 

identity to the detriment of ethnicity. However, when changing generations, i.e. in 20-25 years, 

when the Buryats born in cities with a predominance of the Chinese population and graduated 

from Chinese schools grow up, the trend may change significantly (Boronoeva, 2000). 

The survey on ethnic identity of Shenehen Buryats showed the answers to the question: 

“What unites the Buryat people, what makes you related to people of your nationality?” - the 

respondents found such support in their territory (“native land, nature, territory”), in common 

history (“origin and history”), and in cultural manifestations (“national cuisine, clothes”), 

appearance, family ties, religion (“rites and rituals”). In other words, the diaspora uses literally 

everything at hand to create, maintain and strengthen its identity. The vast majority of 

respondents consider, firstly, religion (69%), and secondly, origin and history (61%) as the 

main ethno-integrating factors. The third most important ethno-integrating trait (50%) is 

language. Slightly less than half of the respondents answered that their native land, nature, 
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territory (49%), family ties (48%), as well as their appearance unite the Buryat people, make 

the respondents related to people of their ethnicity (Boldokhonov, 2011). 

3.5.2 Ethnic identity of Mongolian Buryats 

The Buryats, like another Mongolian Yastan (total 28), are one of the ethnic groups of 

the Mongolian nation (Mongolian unstan), which is peculiar of a rather high level of national 

identity, prevailing over ethnic identity. Czech ethnographer S. Zbigniew (2007), who has been 

studying the Buryats of Mongolia for several years, writes in one article that “for the majority 

of Buryats, ethnic identity is secondary to national identity awareness Mongols themselves 

have” (p.84, 2007). He emphasizes that Mongolia is a specifically multinational state: all 

(except Kazakhs) ethnic groups countries are Mongolian and are in cultural and linguistic 

relationship, profess one religion. This means that the same Buryats do not have to choose a 

national identity to the detriment of ethnicity: the first contains a component of the second. 

One of the participants of the expert survey conducted by Amogolonova (2005) noted 

that the Mongols divide all Buryats into Mongolian and Russian. The former is perceived as 

‘inners’ to Mongols (as cited in Romanova, 2009), while Buryats who live in Russia are 

considered as "Russians;" on the other hand, Buryats regard Outer Mongolians as "pure, poor, 

wilder brothers" (Graber, 2012, as cited in Sartor, 2015).  

3.5.3 Acculturation strategy of Buryats in diasporas 

In the course of its historical development, the Buryat ethnic group chose an integration 

strategy for itself: they retain ethnic identity, to a certain extent language and religion, 

individual elements of the life cycle rites; family and friendly ties are maintained with Buryatia 

and with the former Buryat districts, and some elements of the ethnic culture of the surrounding 

majority (Russians) are borrowed (Nanzatov, 2016). 

Buryat migrants, arriving in another country for residence, as a rule, try to learn more 

about its culture and history. Many migrants speak the language of the country in which they 

would like to stay. Despite difficulties, migrants who do not know the language quickly master 
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the language and culture of their new homeland, as many of them come determined to become 

a harmonious part of the new society, rather than wait out hard times in a foreign country 

(Nanzatov, 2016). 

A feature of the integration strategy of the Buryats in the host country in Europe is not 

closing within the borders of their ethnic group, but openness, movement outside, which is 

expressed in the desire to create and disseminate the cultural and informational image of their 

people and historical homeland (Nanzatov, 2016).  
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CHAPTER 4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODS 

4.1 Research questions 

1. What are the components of Buryat diasporic identity? 

2. How Buryat diaspora is different from the theoretical types specified by Cohen? 

3. How the Buryat diaspora in Taiwan is different from Buryat diasporas in Western 

Europe? 

4. What kind of acculturation strategies do Buryats adopt in the hostland? 

4.2 Research model 

Based on the literature review and research questions, I propose the following research model 

(see Fig. 10). 

 

Figure 10. Research model 

4.3 Data collection 

The qualitative method was used in this study to examine identity and sense of 

belonging Buryats have to their ethnic groups and their acculturation strategies. The use of a 
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qualitative approach of in-depth interviews is an effective tool for obtaining first-hand 

subjective experiences from participants of the research (Tuckman, 1994). In-depth interviews 

are helpful to gather a person's reasoning and actions to be clarified, or to discuss more issues 

thoroughly. The main advantage of in-depth interviewing is that they give much more detailed 

information than other ways of collecting data, such as surveys. They also provide a more 

relaxed atmosphere to the interviewee, compared to completing a questionnaire, so that he/she 

feels more comfortable talking to the researcher about their thoughts and feelings (Boyce & 

Neale, 2006).  

Due to two key criteria, semi-structured interviews are chosen as the means of data 

collection. First, they are well suited for exploring respondents’ views and opinions on complex 

and sometimes sensitive issues and allow more data to be tested and responses to be clarified. 

Second, the study group’s diverse academic, educational and personal backgrounds 

discouraged the use of a structured interview schedule (Barriball & While, 1994). 

4.3.1 Thematic analysis 

Thematic analysis is used in this study. In addition, the researcher used NVivo 12 for 

coding. The program is used mainly for qualitative data. Thematic Analysis (TA) is a form of 

qualitative data analysis that is open, flexible and increasingly popular. Training to do so 

provides a framework for the qualitative researcher in the basic skills required to engage with 

other qualitative data analysis approaches (Braun & Clarke, 2012). Thematic analysis helps the 

researcher to be flexible when interpreting the data and allows to more easily access large 

amounts of data by filtering them into broad themes. (Braun & Clarke, 2006). There’s the 

distinction between inductive and deductive approaches. An inductive approach means that the 

information will determine the themes. A deductive approach means going to the information 

on the basis of theory or of existing knowledge, with certain preconceived topics that you expect 

to find there. This research used deductive approach. There’s also the difference between a 
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semantic approach and a latent one. A semantic approach requires an evaluation of the data's 

explicit content. A latent approach involves reading the underlying data into the subtext and 

assumptions (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The study used latent approach. 

4.4 Sampling frame 

Snowball sampling is used in this qualitative study. Participants were chosen from 

friends who introduced their family and friends that were willing to participate, due to difficulty 

in finding Buryats residing in Taiwan and Western Europe. In total, there are 17 Buryat 

participants. 11 of the Buryats are those who reside in Taiwan in different cities and 6 from 

them are those who reside in Western Europe. Five of them are males and the rest are females. 

The participants were chosen because of their relevancy, availability, and interest in this study. 

There were no incentives provided. The common characteristics of the participants is that they 

were all born in Russia, Republic of Buryatia. All of them live outside of the Russian Federation 

in different countries. The participants’ age range is 20 to 40 years old. The minimum duration 

of living in the host country is 3 years. The interviews with those who reside in Taiwan were 

conducted in person when possible. The rest of the interviews were conducted via Skype due 

to the distance. 
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4.4.1 List of the interviewees 

Table 1. List of interviewees (1) 

 

Table 2. List of interviewees (2) 

 

4.4.2 Interview process and guidelines 

Before conducting the interviews, the interviewees were given the information study 

sheet (Appendix 1) to learn about the study purpose, the significance of each of their responses 

and the interview guidelines. After that, they were asked to sign the interview consent form 
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(Appendix 2) to agree to participate in the interview. They were also informed that the 

interviews will be anonymous and will be recorded by the interviewer for the research purposes. 

The interviewer had a prepared questions guideline to remind the interviewer of the research 

questions need to be answered. However, the researcher did not stick to the questions prepared 

precisely. Some other questions were added or eliminated based on the responses of the 

interviewees. This helped the researcher to make sure the understanding of their responses and 

clarify some information given. Each interview lasted for about 30-40 minutes to make sure 

that the research questions were answered. 

 The interviews were conducted in both English and Russian, in order to give better 

understanding of the questions being asked. In addition, the interviewer sometimes clarified 

some questions that needed more explanations for participants, thus, resulting in rephrasing of 

the question.  

4.4.3 Semi-structured interviews 

The following table shows the outline of the interview questions (see Table 3). 
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Table 3. Interview questions 
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CHAPTER 5 FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

Most of the participants say they are from Russia, Siberia in the first place. 

Based on the interviews, Buryats residing in Taiwan and Western Europe have Buryat 

and Russian collective identity, due to the environment they grew up in. Even though, none of 

them identifies himself/herself as a Russian, however, they all grew up in Russia, which means 

they are also close to Russian culture. All of them speak Russian, only three of them can speak 

the Buryat language. The participants spend more time in Russian environment, rather than in 

Buryat environment, because they spent more time at school, where they were taught in 

Russian language, spoke only Russian; watched national Russian TV channels, not Buryat, etc.  

The responds of Buryat diaspora in Taiwan and Buryat diaspora in Western Europe are 

discussed in this chapter. Based on the research model, self-categorization, importance of group 

membership, behavioral involvement, in-group attitudes, exploration, attachment and 

commitment are discussed as the specifications of Buryat and Russian collective identity. Next, 

the demographic environmental influences, such as their reasons of migration, ties to homeland, 

host land experiences, and acculturation strategy in the host society are shown as the influences 

on their diasporic hybrid identity. 

5.1 BURYAT DIASPORA IN TAIWAN 

5.1.1 Buryat and Russian collective identity 

5.1.1.1 Self-categorization 

It took some time for participants to answer how they identify themselves.  

Most of them said they identify themselves as Buryats, emphasizing the distinctiveness from 

other ethnic groups  

“I identify myself as a Buryat, because it's very distinct from other ethnic groups”.  

(P8, male) 

“I grew up with Buryats, there were not so many ethnic Russians, only Buryats. But 

I think of myself as a Buryat living in Russia”  

(P4, female). 

Eyes of others add to more confusion of P10’s identification. 
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“I identify myself as a Buryat. I used to hang out with ethnic Russians. But 

sometimes they used to insult me indirectly saying: 'those chinks or slant-eyes'. 

They even didn't realize that I'm also an Asian and they also insult me when they 

say those words. My Europeans friends unconsciously think of me as a European 

because I'm from Russia”.  

(P10, female). 

P3, P2, P9 and P11 share a “situational identity”, saying that it depends where they live at the 

moment. However, the question of identity does not bother P2. 

“It depends on the situation. But in general, I identify myself as a Buryat. I also 

question myself sometimes who am I, because of our background, but I still think 

of myself as Buryat not Russian for sure. We grew up in Asian culture which is 

quite different from Russian”  

(P3, female). 

“Depends where I live, In Russia I call myself Buryat, when I'm abroad, I'm a 

Russian. But I still think of myself Buryat” 

(P2, male).  

“In Russia I identify myself as Buryat. But overseas I identify myself as Mongol 

just that it would be easier for foreigners to understand. Because ethnically we are 

Mongols. But I don't feel myself as a Mongol” 

(P9, male). 

“It depends on the environment I live in. For example, if I'm in Ulan-Ude I'm a 

Buryat. Within Russia I would always say I'm Buryat. But once you step out of 

Russia, I'd say I'm Russian”. 

(P11, female). 

Those who grew up in Russian environment still identify themselves as Buryats:  

“I identify myself as a Buryat…. I grew up in that kind of Russianized family, is 

that the correct word? We spoke Russian, we almost never spoke any Buryat. [So 

you don't speak any Buryat?] No, because my family is quite Russianized”  

(P1, male). 

“I don't identify myself as ethnic Russian for sure, I identify myself as Mongolian 

ethnically, but the way how I was raised and taught is of course Russian rather than 

Buryat. For example, at school they taught us that Mongolians attacked us rather 

than we were attacking Russians.”  

(P11, female). 

Some say they are a mix of both Russian and Buryat. 

“Me is me. I have a mixed identity. Russian and Buryat.”  

(P7, male). 

P7 spent most of his life in Moscow. He does not know much about Buryat culture, because he 

grew up primarily with ethnic Russian kids.  
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P6 is of a mixed blood. Her mother is Kalmyk. The Kalmyks are a Mongol subgroup in Russia, 

whose ancestors migrated from Dzungaria in 1607. They created the Kalmyk Khanate in 1630–

1771 in Russia's North Caucasus territory. Today they form a majority in the Republic of 

Kalmykia located in the Kalmyk Steppe, on the western shore of the Caspian Sea. Her father 

is Buryat. She identifies herself as Kalmyk, even though she was born in Republic of Buryatia, 

she lived most of her life in Elista, Republic of Kalmykia. 

However, there are those who can’t identify themselves. P5’s appearance and background 

made it difficult for him to identify himself.  

“When you see a guy who looks like ethnic Russian with other Buryat kids, your 

identity is going to evolve in a way of a Russian person, even if you don't belong to 

this group. You can say I am, but I'm not”. 

(P5, male). 

5.1.1.2 Importance of group membership 

P9 recognizes the importance of belonging to your ethnic group. 

“It's very important to realize which ethnic group you belong to. When I was in the 

university, Latinos, Whites, Taiwanese, Chinese were forming their own groups, 

and I could not join any of those groups because I'm neither of them.”  

(P9, male). 

Some of them even organize parties for Buryats to gather together and get to know each other. 

“We started to do it a long time ago. First of all, to get to know each other. People 

from different places would know each other. Like from South to North. [When 

was the last fraternity?] This year in Kaohsiung. [How many people were there?] 

Not many, like 6-7. We just talked, caught up. This year was like old friends met 

together because there was no one that I don't know. It's most like catching up with 

old friends.”  

(P1, male). 

“I arrange Buryat gathering parties to let the people who came to Taiwan for the 

first time that they have people who care about them, who can help them. When 

you go to another country you feel isolated. That's one of our main reasons to feel 

yourself like being a part of the group that you belong to and to know that this group 

is in Taiwan.” 

(P5, male). 
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5.1.1.3 In-group attitudes 

Most of the respondents feel closer to Buryat people, because they grew up in the same culture, 

so they understand each other better. 

For P1, language does not dictate his collective identity. 

 “...Buryat people from my hometown, we have the same background, maybe we 

lived in our neighborhood, maybe we are neighbors we don't know that and that 

makes me feel more related to them”.  

(P1, male). 

“I feel closely related to Buryat people, in terms of our mindset. Because we grew 

up in the same culture so we know our deeds and intentions. That's why I feel more 

connected to them because I can be understood”. 

(P4, female). 

In addition, they even emphasize the ‘otherness’ of ethnic Russians. 

“When I see other Buryats I, of course, feel very close to them. Sometimes like 'Oh, 

you need help? Let me help you!' But I don't feel the same to other ethnic Russians 

because usually they are more independent than us. We are closer to our families 

and may depend on them for a long time. But Russians when they turn 18 y.o 

become very independent”  

(P3, female).  

“When I see Buryat overseas, I would feel related to him/her and if they need help, 

I would definitely help. I also feel closely related to Kalmyks, because we have 

similar languages, culture, religion. But I can't say I'd feel the same to ethnic 

Russian, only those whom I like.”  

(P2, male). 

Some express different attitude towards ethnic Russians. 

“When I see Russian people I don't want them to know that I'm Russian. However, 

when I see Buryat people I very likely would let them know.”  

(P5, male). 

“I usually avoid Russians and Buryats when I'm overseas. I have a negative 

impression of ethnic Russians, because they don't respect anyone”  

(P9, male). 

“I mostly spent my time with other Buryats, not ethnic Russians. Because ethnic 

Russians after coming to China or Taiwan get praised because of their white skin, 

blue eyes. Their self-confidence gets really high and their attitude towards us 

changes a lot. They think that we are still Asians and it's difficult to become friends 

with them”.  

(P3, female). 

P7 feels close to Russian-speaking people. 
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“I treat people as people, it doesn't matter where they are from. But when I see other 

Russians overseas I feel closer to them just because we speak the same language, 

and it's easier for me to express my thoughts in Russian. I even can't say to my 

Taiwanese friends certain things that I can say to other Russians or Buryats. So I 

feel closer to Russian-speaking people”.  

(P7, male). 

P8 and P11 do not treat people based on their ethnicity or nationality. 

“I have the same feelings towards the different ethnic groups. It doesn't matter if 

the person is Buryat I still have the same attitude towards Russians overall.”  

(P8, male). 

“It depends on the personality, I don't treat people based on their background, 

nationality, ethnicity, it doesn't matter to me. I would feel the same way if I met 

Russian and Buryat person overseas.”  

(P11, female). 

Since P6 identifies herself as Kalmyk and she lived most of her life in Republic of Kalmykia, 

she feels closer to Kalmyks. 

“Overseas maybe I would feel close to Buryats but I would always feel closer to 

Kalmyks rather than Buryats. I don't remember anything about Buryatia. I'd have 

more topics to talk about with Kalmyk person rather than with Buryat. So it would 

be like in the order of Kalmyk, Russian and then Buryat.”  

(P6, female). 

5.1.1.4 Behavioral involvement 

Culture 

Table 4. Culture (Taiwan) 

 Russian environment Buryat environment 

Russian culture P1, P7, P11 P8 

Buryat culture P9 P2, P4, P10 

Mixed culture P6 P3 

None  P5 

 

Those who grew up in Russian environment say they feel closer to Russian culture. 

“In this case I have to say it is Russian culture because maybe I wasn't educated 

enough about my own culture, Buryat culture.”  

(P1, male). 
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“I feel I culturally belong to Russia. I was born there, lived and my culture is 

Russian culture. I didn't go to Buryatia so often. So I don't feel really attached to 

Buryat culture.”  

(P7, male). 

Even though P11 said she is culturally Buryat, she feels closer to Russian culture. 

“Culturally I'm Buryat. 70% Russian, 30% Buryat. Simply because of Soviet Union, 

we were assimilated. So the food I eat is mostly Russian when I'm in Russia. I don't 

really eat Buryat food.”  

(P11, female). 

Whereas those who grew up in Buryat environment say the feel closer to Buryat culture.  

“I feel closer to Buryat culture, but it is still Mongol culture, they are similar.”  

(P2, male). 

Even though P4 doesn’t accept something in Buryat culture, she still feels closer to it. 

“There are some things I can't agree with Buryat culture. I'm closer to Buryat culture. 

But I also accept Russian culture. I also understand Taiwanese culture.”  

(P4, female). 

However, there are some exceptions. For example, P9 said he grew up in completely Russified 

family, however, he feels closer to Buryat culture now, because of his wife. 

“I grew up in Russian environment. Because of my family moved from one place 

to another. The first time I saw Buryats was when I was a freshman in college in 

Ulan-Ude. But under the influence of my wife I am close to Buryat culture more 

than to Russian”  

(P9, male). 

Even though P8 speaks Buryat language, he still feels closer to Russian culture more. He points 

out that the books the person reads are the significant marker of the culture. 

“I feel more close to Russian culture. Because when I was at school I was taught in 

Russian, all our books were written in Russian language during Soviet Union. I love 

Russian language, I like to write and read in it. There were less books in Buryat 

language. Of course, I read some of those, but I've read many more of Russian 

books. The culture also come from the books the person reads, so that's why I feel 

closer to Russian culture”.  

(P8, male) 

P5 shared it was difficult for him to stick to one culture when he was growing up. 

“During my school time, it was very difficult for me to attach myself to any culture. 

We didn't learn the Buryat language at school and our teachers taught us is not that 

important as other classes. That's why you kinda lose the sense of culture. You also 

don't feel belonging to Russian culture, because they have their own features. So I 

feel like I know something about Buryat people, but I feel I know more about 
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Russian people. It's weird because I'm a Buryat person so where I supposed to put 

myself in this world”.  

(P5, male). 

P3 and P6 said that their parents are from different backgrounds, so they have mixed culture. 

“My parents were born in different places. My dad is Aginsky Buryat. He was born 

in Aginsky region. Aginsky Buryats usually are more inclined to preserve traditions 

and customs. However, my mom is from Irkutsk. Buryats from Irkutsk are more 

Russified, because they grew up in Russian culture. So I can say I have mixed 

culture.”  

(P3, female). 

“I like everything about Kalmyk culture. I know few of traditions, but I don't follow 

them. I think it depends on the family. Since my family is mixed, and since we have 

lived in so many different places, we can't just celebrate every holiday. That's why 

maybe I can't just stick to one culture because we are mixed.”  

(P6, female). 

5.1.1.4.1 Religion 

Despite feeling closer to Russian culture, almost all of the participants are Tibetan Buddhists, 

mostly because of their families. Interestingly enough, they still practice religion, by going to 

the temples, reading mantras.  

“I am Tibetan Buddhist. I seldom go to the temples. I don't really like to go there. 

But religion is still important for me.”  

(P8, male). 

“But at the same time I do practice Buddhism which is very different from Russians. 

I'm inherited Buddhist, I was raised like that. I would not change it because there is 

no other religion which is close to my heart. But I don't visit temples overseas. 

Religion is not so important.”  

(P11, female). 

“I am Tibetan Buddhist because of my parents. I rarely go to temples. If only my 

family members ask me to join, I would join. I think you have to believe in 

something, you just choose the religion you want to follow.”  

(P6, female). 

“We listen to Buddhist mantras in the morning. The traditions are very important 

for me. I was actually raised as an atheist, but because of my wife, I consider myself 

as a Tibetan Buddhist.” 

(P9, male). 

Most of them say it's not very important. Nevertheless, they say that it makes them calm and 

peaceful.  

“My religion is Buddhism. It's more of education. But when you get older it's more 

important. I just like to go to temples because I feel very peaceful.”  
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(P10, female). 

“...I just know that you can read mantras, which kind of help you energetically or 

with some power I guess. I think it's not very important, it is more for emotional 

calmness, you just could be calm. If something bothers me I would just go there. I 

actually have a little Buddha in my home and I can show you. {Shows me a small 

altar}. So sometimes I would just do it myself, so I read mantras, pray myself so I 

can feel emotionally more comfortable or spiritually or how do you say that.”  

(P1, male). 

“God is one. I go to temples here no matter which one. It makes me peaceful and 

just for cultural enrichment. I'm an inherited Buddhist. The religion is not so 

important.”  

(P2, male). 

“...But I realized that it's still very important to go to the temples before any trips or 

moving to another country. Religion is not so important for me only when I'm 

nervous it helps me to calm down.” 

(P3, female). 

For P4 the religion is magical and spiritual. 

“I identify myself as Buddhist and Shamanist, because we have rituals to 

communicate with our ancestors as spirits. I like that Buryats are so deep in their 

culture. It's very spiritual and magical to me…. It's not my priority, but if I feel bad, 

I would go to the temple. I feel very peaceful there. When I listen to mantras it 

calms my mind.”  

(P4, female). 

P5 is an atheist, even though he was raised as a Buddhist. 

“I'm an atheist. I don't belong to any religion. I have my own God. It's important to 

me. I read Bible sometimes. My grandparents taught me as a Buddhist, but I never 

agree with that. However, I learned something from Buddhism, such as meditation, 

vegetarian diet.” 

(P5, male). 

Although, P7 does not have any religion, he still wants to learn about the religion of Buryats. 

“I don't really have a religion. But I have visited some Buddhist temples. It's not so 

important to me. Because I only depend on myself. I read some books about 

Shamanism. I don't agree with some of that, but it's interesting. I have witnessed 

one ritual.”  

(P7, male). 

5.1.1.4.2 Traditional holidays 

Most of the participants celebrate Lunar New Year, Sagaalgan, traditional Buryat holiday. But 

they prefer to celebrate it with their families. When they are overseas, they just send messages 
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with best wishes to their families and relatives. Most of them also celebrate New Year, January 

1st, which is one of the biggest national holidays in Russia. 

5.1.1.4.3 Language 

All of the participants speak at least 3 languages, however, only 2 of them speak Buryat. Almost 

all of them prefer to speak Russian language, including the ones, who speak Buryat.  

P5 and P11 said they prefer to speak English because it's easier. 

Those who don't speak Buryat language, said they regret not learning Buryat as a child, 

expressing the desire to learn it and even to pass it to the next generation.  

5.1.1.5 Exploration 

Most of the participants don’t speak the Buryat language, however, they would like to learn it.  

“I would absolutely teach my children Buryat language. I do regret that my parents 

did not teach me Buryat, because both of them still speak Buryat. It's still important 

to remember where you came from”.  

(P11, female). 

“It's important to learn Buryat. I wanted to learn Buryat. But it's difficult, because 

every time I ask my relatives or friends how would I say this word in Buryat, they 

would laugh at me or my accent.”  

(P10, female). 

Some even want to go Inner Mongolia, to learn and experience Buryat culture. 

“I myself want to learn about Buryat culture as well. I even think of going to Inner 

Mongolia to experience Buryat culture”.  

(P9, male). 

Some even say that it is shameful not to know and speak your native language. They want to 

teach their children Buryat language in the future in order to preserve Buryat heritage. 

“Yes actually, one of the goals of my life is to learn Buryat language. Is going to 

sound silly, but once I was shamed for not speaking Buryat language by a Buddhist 

lama. I was talking to him about things happening in my life and he said, 'Well it's 

because you don't speak Buryat language, you have to speak it to have the idea of 

Buryat people, to have the mindset of Buryat people, you don't have that, you have 

the Russian mindset. You have to learn Buryat language in order to see solutions to 

your problems'. I was kind of ashamed because of not being able to speak the 

language. This is one of the reason why I kind of want to go back and learn, or get 

a tutor”.  

(P1, male). 
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“If I spoke Buryat I would teach kids the language. Because it's shameful not 

knowing where you are from. It's the knowledge my children should inherit.”  

(P7, male). 

“I will definitely teach my children Buryat language. For them to understand where 

they are from, to preserve the culture” 

(P2, male).  

“But I really want to learn Buryat language. I don't feel good that I don't speak my 

ethnicity language. I'm a proud Buryat. If you speak the language you would 

understand Buryat people better. I'm not sure about teaching kids the Buryat 

language. It depends on my future husband. I would love to, but it's not possible”.  

(P4, female). 

“I don't speak the Buryat language. But I think it's important to learn it for self-

development. Because of Buryat literature, culture. You would understand it better”. 

(P5, male). 

5.1.1.6 Attachment and commitment 

All of the participants go back to Russia at least once in 2 years. Most of them because of 

their families, some because of food, others for running some errands.  

5.1.2 Demographic environmental influences 

5.1.2.1 Reasons of migration 

9 participants out of 11 participants left Russia for self-development, mostly to pursue higher 

education abroad. Some stated they always wanted to learn something new and explore new 

culture.  

“I finished my high school and the last year of my high school I was thinking about 

choosing the place to go universities and studies and I decided that it should be 

abroad. I wanted to go abroad because I wanted to experience something different 

and I was learning English which I was succeeding in very much.”  

(P1, male). 

“After completing my Bachelor's degree in Moscow, I decided to travel and learn 

Chinese. But of course the most important reason to come to Taiwan was to learn 

Chinese. After learning Chinese for a year, I realized it's not enough, because 

Chinese is still difficult. I decided to take Master's degree and at the same time to 

learn Chinese.”  

(P2, male). 

“I left when I was a high school student in order to pursue my Bachelor's degree 

and I got accepted to one of the Taiwanese universities. So I decided to explore 

world and go out. I wanted to have a bit of international background so it was one 

of the challenges to myself. I wanted to build a career in finance.”  

(P11, female).  
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Other say someone recommended them to come to Taiwan. 

“My friend recommended Taiwan, when I was looking for a university to apply for 

Master's degree. I also heard a lot about Taiwan that is very different from Mainland 

China, more developed, so I was also very interested to explore it.”  

(P8, male). 

“It was easier to come to Taiwan. My uncle recommended me Taiwan.”  

(P6, female). 

“My father recommended me to go to China, but his friends told him that is better 

to learn traditional characters. So we ended up choosing Taiwan, because it's 

cheaper than other countries, that have traditional characters.”  

(P7, male). 

The biggest incentive to come to Taiwan was the scholarship provided by Taiwanese 

government. Other reason was a personal reason. 

P9 said that he doesn't see the future for his kids in Russia. 

“I've always wanted to leave Russia, because I don't see the future for my children 

in Russia. I plan to move to the USA. Because I want to build future for my children. 

I don't have any plans to come back to Russia.”  

(P9, male). 

5.1.2.2 Homeland 

For every participant homeland and home are different terms. Homeland is the place where 

they were born and raised. Home is the place they feel attached to. Most of the participants feel 

very attached to their families, saying that their home is where their family is. Since most of 

their family live in Republic of Buryatia, they think is their home.  

However, other also feel attached to Republic of Buryatia, as a place, describing Lake Baikal 

or Siberia overall, beautiful nature and weather.  

“I feel the most comfortable in Siberia. I consider Siberia as my home. Home is 

where my family and friends and then Siberia, Buryatia. Homeland is winter.”  

(P8, male). 

“… ‘Homeland’ I refer to Buryatia first. When somebody asks me about my 

homeland and I start to describe Baikal Lake at first and, say Russia overall and 

Russian people. [Why do you say Baikal Lake first?] Because it's very powerful for 

me. It means a lot for me. It means power, home, safety, security and something 

magical to me.” 

 (P4, female). 

“I think of steppes, forests, Ulan-Ude, streets that you're familiar with. Home also 

associates with food. But in general, of course is your family.”  
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(P3, female).  

P1 feels very proud being from Republic of Buryatia. 

“So it's basically Buryat Republic, Republic of Buryatia, I'm very nationalistic 

about it. I'm proud to say that we are quite international there. We have Asian people, 

Whites, Caucasian, Koreans, Mongolians, Chinese, Japanese, Ukrainians, so I'm so 

proud to say that we are international and so different, but we still live in the same 

place.” 

(P1, male). 

Less people consider Russia overall as their homeland.  

“I always think about Russia overall. I think of Red square, the Russian language, 

Russian culture and all that. I wasn't living in one place all along, I was moving all 

around Russia. I also used to live abroad when I was a child, in Mongolia, so for 

me is only hard for me to pick only one place. Whole Russia is my homeland.”  

(P6, female). 

They differentiate Russia and Republic of Buryatia, because they have never been to other parts 

of Russia. 

“My home is still in Russia, where my parents live. Ulan-Ude in particular, because 

I would not consider Moscow as my home, it's just the capital. But U-U is my home 

where I was raised and was born and where my family lives.”  

(P11, female). 

“My home is my hometown. [So Ulan-Ude is your home?] Yes. [So you can't really 

say that Russia is your home?] Well I have never been anywhere else in Russia.”  

(P1, male). 

“Sometimes you feel that you don't have home at all. I don't feel belonging to 

anywhere. However, recently I understood that my home is still where my mom is, 

where I grew up and spend my childhood. So it's basically Republic of Buryatia, 

Ulan-Ude. I can't say Russia is my home because I didn't go anywhere else in 

Russia.” 

(P3, female). 

Some of the participants don't feel attached to any of the place, saying that they don't have 

home.  

“It's difficult to say that Ulan-Ude is my home. Because I haven't been there for 2 

years. I don't have home actually. I don't feel myself attached to any place.”  

(P5, male). 

 

“I don't have any home, neither in Russia, neither here. But my homeland is 

Aginsky region, the place where I was born”  

(P9, male). 

“I don't feel attached to just one place.”  
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(P7, male). 

Lastly, P2 added that the only place Buryats can feel comfortable is Republic of Buryatia. 

“We are Asians with European mindset. We can't fit anywhere with that. The only 

place we can feel comfortable is Republic of Buryatia.”  

(P2, male).  

Most of the participants said they would not give up their citizenship, mostly in order to being 

able to come back to see their families and friends. P6, P7, P3 and P9 said they would give it 

up. 

“I would be very glad to give up my citizenship because I don't associate myself 

with this country. I can even do it right now in order to get Taiwanese citizenship.”  

(P9, male). 

“I would give up my citizenship if I have to do so.”  

(P6, female). 

P3 and P7 said would give up their citizenship, depending which citizenship they get instead. 

“I would give up my citizenship if I can't save Russian. If I can get a green card, I'd 

give it up.”  

(P7, male). 

“Depends on which one, if American or Italian, yes.”  

(P3, female). 

5.1.2.3 Hostland 

Most of the participants chose to stay in Taiwan for a while, however, they say it's not the place 

they would stay permanently. 

Most Buryats like living in Taiwan citing reasons, such as: 

1. friendly people 

2. safety 

3. stable economy 

4. high standard of living 

5. very convenient 

6. international country 

7. political freedom 

Half of the participants even called Taiwan as their second home.  
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“When I go back to Russia I even sometimes miss Taiwan, the culture and tradition. 

I also just realized recently, about 2 months ago that I can call Taiwan as my second 

home for sure.”  

(P2, male). 

“My home is Ulan-Ude. But when I go back home I sometimes say: 'I have 

something there at home'. But here I mean not home at Ulan-Ude but Taiwan. 

Taiwan is my second home still.”  

(P10, female). 

The reason is mostly because they have spent a long time living in Taiwan. 

“I consider my home where I was born and raised but where I live now is kind of 

my second home now, since spend one third of my life here.” 

(P1, male). 

“I can say I grew up overseas, because I was 17 when I came to Taiwan. So for me 

it's kind of a home now. I got used to live overseas rather than in Russia.” 

(P11, female). 

“I feel like I belong to Taiwan, because the past few years I lived in Taiwan.”  

(P6, female). 

5.1.2.3.1 Challenges 

Nevertheless, there are some challenges that Buryat face in the host country. 

1. learning a new language 

2. local food 

3. being homesick 

4. humid weather 

“Language barrier, homesickness, different culture was the most difficult to adapt 

to. My best friend is French so I still feel cultural differences and our mindsets are 

so different.”  

(P10, female). 

Sometimes P4 feels alienated. She said she doesn’t have any local friends in Taiwan. 

“I don't feel like the local people really understand me. I often feel like an outsider. 

I like to socialize, so it's tough for me. I want to go back to Russia, because people 

there would understand me.”  

(P4, female). 

5.1.2.3.2 Acculturation strategy 

Based on Berry’s acculturation model, all of the respondents chose Integration strategy. They 

learn the language, culture of their host society, make friends with locals. At the same time, 
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they retain ethnic identity, to a certain extent language and religion, individual elements of the 

life cycle rites; family and friendly ties are maintained with Buryatia. 

Most of Buryats in Taiwan adapted to the new culture easily. One of the ways to adapt were  

1. making friends with locals 

“I've learned how to communicate with people. Your social environment means a 

lot. So one of the ways to adapt to a new environment is to make friends. When 

you're overseas you don't have your family beside you, so the only people you can 

rely on is your friends.”  

(P11, female). 

“[So one of the ways was socializing with Taiwanese people] Yeah, it's a big 

important part. In the beginning is very hard some people fail at it, especially 

introverted people. But you have to just go through with it and eventually you will 

have one or two friends which will help you a lot.”  

(P1, male). 

2. learning new language (Chinese) 

“I didn't really adapt, everything was familiar to me, so I just immediately immerse 

myself in Taiwanese culture, starting from learning the language from scratch. I 

didn't have any problems adapting here. I personally think I should get everything 

good from the new culture.”  

(P9, male). 

3. learning about Taiwanese history and culture while learning Chinese 

“When I was learning Chinese, we had history class at the same time, and it actually 

really helped me to get to know Taiwanese people, culture and we also attended 

some events and activities related to it, which also helped me a lot. It's not difficult, 

vice versa it was easy because it's interesting.”  

(P2, male). 

“When I came here I studied Chinese first. Studying Chinese was very interesting, 

I've learnt a lot about Taiwan, so it was easier to me to adapt because I've learnt 

about Taiwanese culture in the university.”  

(P7, male). 
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5.2 BURYAT DIASPORA IN WESTERN EUROPE 

5.2.1 Buryat and Russian collective identity 

5.2.1.1 Self-categorization 

Some of the participants can't identify themselves in terms of ethnicity or nationality, so they 

identify themselves as 'citizens of the world', which shows cosmopolitanism, sense of 

belonging to a common humanity or world order rather than to a set of particular customs or 

traditions. 

“I identify myself as me. I am who I am. I can't identify myself in terms of ethnicity 

nor nationality…. I feel like I'm a citizen of the world.”  

(P12, Dublin). 

“After traveling for so long and being on so many country, I've kind of lost my 

national identity. However, it's not negative for me. It means that I became a person 

of the world.”  

(P13, London).  

All of the participants have mixed identities. They can't say clearly they are Buryats.  

“I identify myself as Russian Buryat. Because of course I'm not an ethnic Russian…. 

I have a mixed identity. A bit of Buryat, French and Russian.”  

(P14, Orleans). 

“I'm Buryat, and Russian and Canadian but definitely, not British. I have a mixed 

identity.” 

(P13, London).  

“I can't say I'm a true Buryat, even though I look Asian, but inside I feel more of 

Russian, rather than Buryat.”  

(P17, Amsterdam). 

P16 has situational identity, she identifies herself, depending where she is at the moment. 

“If I'm in Buryatia I identify myself as a Buryat, if I'm in Moscow is also Buryat, if 

it's outside of Russia, it’s more like Russian.”  

(P16, Amsterdam).  

P13 and P14 have realized, after being so long overseas, that there are many differences 

between them and Buryats. 

“I thought I remained Buryat in my heart, until recently I've spent some time with 

my mom and I've realized a lot of cultural differences. I don't feel Buryat anymore. 

The way how people talk, behave, etc., it's just foreign to me. I have changed.”  

(P13, London). 

“...The less time I spent there, the more I notice some things, like the differences in 

mentality, even though I'm a Buryat, there are some things I can't accept now. Not 
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even the culture, but the mentality of people. Just because when you live in a foreign 

country and you see how other people live and behave you unconsciously 

understand what is wrong and right.”  

(P14, Orleans).  

5.2.1.2 Importance of group membership 

Buryats in Netherlands and the USA gather together at least once a year to celebrate traditional 

holidays. Buryats in Netherlands usually gather up to celebrate Lunar New Year or rarely on 

other occasions. There are roughly 30 or more of them live there, according to P16. 

“We sometimes have fraternity gatherings in Netherlands with Buryat people once 

or twice a year, to do something together, or just see each other. But separately we 

see each other in different occasions. I think there are 30 Buryats in Netherlands.”  

(P16, Amsterdam). 

 There is a huge Buryat diaspora, according to P15, there are more than a thousand of Buryats 

in the USA.  

“We have 2 big chat groups in Viber, so whenever someone needs help or anything, 

we can communicate there. Also we get together on Sagaalgan to celebrate it, last 

year we had 450 people. This year we are gonna have even more. I'm in charge of 

this year's Sagaalgan. In a summertime we do Surharbaan. We gather together once 

or twice a year. We have Buddhist temple here. We also celebrate Buddhist holidays 

and many people go there as well. It helps us gather together as well. We are in 

close relationship with Kalmyks.”  

(P15, New York). 

5.2.1.3 In-group attitudes 

Half of the participants, when they see Buryat overseas feel very excited or happy, but other 

than that they would treat them based on their personality. However, it's different in terms of 

other ethnic Russians. 

“It's always very nice and exciting to see someone who you kind of know from the 

same homeland. I would rather try to connect with people with the same interests, 

hobbies and values in life, rather than by national identity. It's very different when 

I see ethnic Russians overseas. In Canada, when I spoke to Russian people, when 

they realize I am also Russian, their attitude kind of changes, they try to distant 

themselves from you. I try to be more reserved with Russians.” 

(P13, London). 

“If I met a Buryat person overseas or here I would be kind of excited but other than 

that I'd treat that person the same way I treat other people…. I can't relate to 

Russians, in terms of culture especially. …. When I was in Russia I told a joke to 

someone who I have never met in my life and he rolled his eyes which would never 
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happen in Ireland. Then I realized I shouldn't tell jokes to strangers in Russia. It was 

an ethnic Russian.”  

(P12, Dublin). 

“I don't care if it's Buryat or not, if a person in trouble I'd like to help no matter 

what's their nationality.” 

(P14, Orleans). 

Other participants feel closer to those who speak Russian language or Russians overall. 

“Based on my circle of friends I can say I feel more close to Russian-speaking 

people. No matter of their ethnicity or nationality, just the same language we speak 

in.”  

(P16, Amsterdam). 

“I feel related to Russians overall.”  

(P15, New York). 

P17 even avoids fraternity gatherings. 

“If I had an opportunity I would help the Buryat community in other countries. I 

just help my parents. I actually avoid those fraternity gatherings, because I don't 

really like it.”  

(P17, Amsterdam). 

5.2.1.4 Behavioral involvement 

Culture 

Table 5. Culture (WE) 

 Russian environment Buryat environment 

Russian culture P12, P17  

Buryat culture  P15 

Mixed culture  P13, P14, P16 

None   

 

Those participants who were raised in Russian environment, said they feel closer to Russian 

culture.  

“I feel more related to Russian culture. I grew up in kinda Russian environment. I 

read books in Russian, ate Russian food, watched Russian TV shows, as well as any 

person in other parts of Russia. I wasn't exposed to Buryat culture that much. I don't 

speak Buryat. So my whole background is Russian, not Buryat at all. Culture is not 

really important to me.”  

(P12, Dublin). 
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“There are Buryats who were taught to speak 'YOU' to elders in order to respect 

them, but I wasn't raised like that, my family is a bit more different from a traditional 

Buryat family. My parents didn't teach us anything about Buryats. So I feel closer 

to Russian culture.”  

(P17, Amsterdam.) 

Those who were raised in Buryat environment said they have mixed culture.  

“I feel it's mixed, but it's still Buryat in the end of the day. But on a bigger scale, I 

feel it's more Russian.”  

(P16, Amsterdam). 

“I have a mix of cultures. I'd say Buryat-French and a bit of Russian culture.”  

(P14, Orleans). 

Only one P15 said she feels closer to Buryat culture. It might be because in New York, there 

is a huge Buryat diaspora. 

5.2.1.4.1 Religion 

Most of the participants are Buddhists, however, they don't usually go to the Buddhist temples 

in the host country. Buddhism is P13’s personal choice. 

“My religion is Buddhism. It was not because I was raised as a Buddhist, it wouldn't 

be enough. It's because of I would end up being Buddhist even if I had another 

religion in childhood. I sometimes visit Buddhist temples, only when it's close, or 

when I see it. It's not too important. It's just suits my lifestyle, and mindset.”  

(P13, London). 

For P16 and P17 being a Buddhist was not their choice. 

“My identity of Buryat is shaped by religion, but the religion was not chosen by me, 

I am a Buddhist because I was born in Buryatia.”  

(P16, Amsterdam). 

“I'm a Buddhist but I call it as a 'light' version of Buddhism. I don't deeply believe 

in it. But when I'm in U-U I try to visit the temples.”  

(P17, Amsterdam). 

Half of them think religion and tradition are very important and they want to preserve them.  

“I'm a Buddhist. I don't go to the temples here, because I don't know where they are. 

It's [religion] important, because it's a belief in your heart, it makes your mind 

peaceful. Traditions are also important, because person consists of traditions. 

Without traditions the person would lose a part of himself/herself. The religion and 

traditions enrich us, in some sort of spiritual sense.”  

(P14, Orleans). 

“I think religion is important, because I want to preserve everything related to 

Buryat culture. Traditions are very important. We follow Buryat traditions strictly, 
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i.e. we do everything we supposed to do. I think it's important to pass on to the next 

generations.”  

(P15, New York). 

P12 said she's an atheist because she is against religion, even though she was raised as a 

Buddhist. 

“I'm an atheist. I'm against religion. Even though I was raised as a Buddhist, I don't 

agree with many things.”  

(P12, Dublin). 

5.2.1.4.2 Traditional holidays 

All of the participants celebrate New Year, Jan. 1. However, those who were raised in Russian 

environment, P12 and P17 don't celebrate Sagaalgan, Lunar New Year. Other participants all 

celebrate Lunar New Year. 

5.2.1.4.3 Language 

Half of the participants prefer to speak English. 

“I speak Buryat, Russian, English. It depends who I'm talking to. Generally, it's 

English.”  

(P13, London). 

“I speak Russian, English, Chinese. I prefer to speak English. I speak Russian only 

to my family and it's not so often. The first language that comes to my mind 

whenever I'm surprised or shocked is still English. I think in English.”  

(P12, Dublin). 

“I speak Russian, Chinese, English, Dutch. I prefer English because it's not so 

comfortable to speak Russian sometimes.”  

(P16, Amsterdam). 

Another half prefers to speak Russian. None of them prefers to speak Buryat. 

“I speak Russian and English. I prefer to speak Russian. I think that my sense of 

humor is quite good, so English can't really convey the meaning of the jokes. It 

doesn't make sense.”  

(P17, Amsterdam). 

“I speak Russian, English, Chinese, some Thai. I prefer to speak Russian.”  

(P15, New York). 

“I speak Buryat, Russian, French and English. I forget some words already. When 

I'm at home I speak really fluent Buryat. I prefer to speak Russian and French.”  

(P14, Orleans). 
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5.2.1.5 Exploration  

Most of them think that teaching Buryat language to their kids would be good, but still they 

would not speak it, because they would be living overseas and they would barely have the 

chance to speak it.  

“My son has the chance to learn Russian, definitely, but primarily he will speak 

English, based on my friends' example. Even though I teach my child Buryat it 

would be very difficult for him to still speak in it in adulthood.”  

(P13, London). 

“My husband dreams of teaching the kids Buryat language, he is really good at it.  

It's important to him because he wants to preserve our language and culture.”  

(P15, New York). 

5.2.1.6 Attachment and commitment  

All of the participants go back to Russia, but rarely, only to see their families or to travel around. 

None of them wants to go back to Russia to live permanently there. 

5.2.2 Demographic environmental influences 

5.2.2.1 Reasons of migration 

Most of the participants moved because of self-improvement.  

P14 has dreamed of living abroad since she was a child. 

“I didn't want to stay in Russia. I've always wanted to live abroad. When I was a 

child my mom asked me who I want to become when I grow up. I said want to 

travel around the world.” 

(P14, Orleans). 

“I wanted to go somewhere else. I wanted to learn English and Chinese. Also 

because my best friend wanted to go abroad and I said yes. Ireland is a great country.”  

(P12, Dublin). 

Some left in order to pursue their higher education. 

“The major reason was I went to a cram school and I studied different languages 

there, so I decided to pursue the path and go abroad to practice and learn the 

languages. I didn't have to take the additional exams. So it was logical decision to 

go abroad to study.” 

(P16, Amsterdam). 

Others got the chance to work abroad. 

“I got internship in international audit company in the last year of my Bachelor's 

degree in Moscow. The company gives the opportunity to live and work abroad. So 

I really wanted to go abroad and then because I've got a good performance at work 
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I got a job offer from a company in Netherlands…. First of all, I wanted to get an 

international experience of working with foreigners, because there are not so many 

of expats in Moscow. It's my new challenge.”  

(P17, Amsterdam). 

P13 and P15 were invited by boyfriends to follow them to live abroad and they decided to do 

that.  

“My boyfriend decided to move to Canada after he got a job offer there and he 

proposed to move with him, so I decided to move with him.”  

(P13, London). 

5.2.2.2 Homeland 

For most of the participants Republic of Buryatia is their homeland, however, it's very 

different from what they call 'home'. Most of them feel they don't feel belong anywhere. It 

has changed over time.  

“Especially with the birth of my first child, I started to ask myself who am I, where 

do I belong. The answers to these questions have changed over time. At first, of 

course, I think of myself as person from Buryatia. But now we are Canadians, we 

are citizens of Canada. However, I don't think I'm British I think I would never 

think of myself as British. I started to realize my identity here because it's a 

multinational city, so you become unique as well…. The expats like me they sort 

of stop feeling belonging to a certain place. I don't see myself settling anywhere in 

the world.”  

(P13, London). 

“I don't belong anywhere”  

(P12, Dublin). 

Mostly they say their home is where their family and friends are. 

“My home is where my partner and my son are. I sort of felt disconnected from 

home at the age of 6. I haven't been living in one place for a very long time.”  

(P13, London). 

“I feel belong to here, where my husband is. Wherever he is, I feel it's my home is 

now”  

(P15, New York). 

“When people ask me I just talk about my family and friends there, also I can 

mention Lake Baikal. So my homeland where my family and friends are.”  

(P12, Dublin). 

“35% is Buryatia, 40-50% is Netherlands and the rest of 30 % I don't know yet. 

Partially I belong to where I was born, another part I don't know. It depends on the 

people who surround me. If the connections with people are really strong, I'd feel 

belonging to the place. But I don't have the feeling to settle down, to get married or 
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buy a house. I know that there are many things I still can do, to find a better job, to 

travel, to develop myself.”  

(P16, Amsterdam). 

2 participants from Netherlands say they consider giving up their citizenship, because 

Netherlands doesn't allow holding 2 passports. The rest of participants said no, because they 

need to being able to go back to see their families, except for P13, she said she already holds a 

Canadian passport, so she doesn't need to give up the Russian one.  

5.2.2.3 Hostland 

All of the participants like living in their host country. 

“I feel I belong to France, I really like living here. Buryatia is also, but less than 

France…. I chose France to practice my French in the first place, I really like 

speaking French. I also really like to live here. I feel really well here. I didn't have 

any culture shock. When I came here I immediately felt like I belong here.”  

(P14, Orleans). 

P12 considers Dublin as her second home, because she formed as a human being there. 

“I feel like Dublin is my home. Because this is the place I've formed as a human 

being. Russia is not my home anymore.”  

(P12, Dublin). 

However, acculturation process for Buryats in Western Europe was somewhat difficult. They 

emphasize the cultural differences between them and people in the host country. Sometimes 

they feel alienated.  

P13 got a Canadian citizenship after living there for 7 years. She has been living in London 

for 5 years already, she doesn't feel belonging to London, she prefers Canada much more.  

“I don't belong to England, to London, because of people here. They are preserved, 

uptight. But some people are warm of course. But as a nation they are more closed 

to outsiders.”  

(P13, London). 

“I sometimes feel myself as an underdog. There are many cultural differences and 

whenever they talk about something they used to watch in childhood I don't know 

what they are talking about. I feel like I'm left behind. …. I kind of feel like a 

foreigner everywhere.”  

(P12, Dublin). 

However, for P17 it was actually a big plus.  
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“Culture in Netherlands is very different from Russian. They are very straight-

forward, especially in business. They can directly say that you've made the mistake, 

or they don't like your performance. I actually see it as a plus. It's positive for me. 

The people here try to not to be concerned over the work all the time.” 

(P17, Netherlands). 

Many of them emphasize that the people they met in the host country made easier the adaptation 

process. Irish people are very nice and friendly than people in Russia for P12.   

“People here are very nice. They are more open than Russians.” 

(P12, Dublin). 

“I met really good French people from the beginning, they are still my friends. So 

I'm lucky to make friends with them. It made my adaptation a lot easier.”  

(P14, Orleans). 

The participant who lives in the USA, said there is a big Buryat diaspora in the USA, so it felt 

like she was in Russia. 

5.2.2.3.1 Acculturation strategy 

Same as Buryat diaspora in Taiwan, all of the respondents chose Integration strategy. 

Buryat diaspora in Western Europe learn the language, culture of their host society, make 

friends with locals. At the same time, they retain ethnic identity, but to a lesser extent than 

Buryat diaspora in Taiwan. Some things they can't accept anymore, after living in the host 

country for some time, e.g. some traditions.  

They also feel more alienated than participants in Taiwan. The reason might be that 

cultures in Western Europe and in Taiwan are completely different. Cultures are typically 

divided into two categories: collectivist and individualist. Individualist cultures, such as those 

of the United States and Western Europe, emphasize personal achievement regardless of the 

expense of group goals, resulting in a strong sense of competition. Collectivist cultures, such 

as those of China, Korea, Japan, and Taiwan emphasize family and work group goals above 

individual needs or desires. Another reason might be their race, skin color, appearance, which 

is different from those of their host society. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION 

6.1 Conclusion 

The research questions are answered and all of the objectives met are discussed in this 

chapter. In particular, the components of Buryat diasporic identity and its importance; the 

distinctiveness of Buryat diaspora from Cohen’s ideal diaspora types; the difference between 

Buryat diaspora in Taiwan and Western Europe; the acculturation strategy of both diasporas 

will be discussed. 

Table 6. Summary of the findings 

 

The table (see Table 6) shows summary of the findings discussed in Chapter 5. The first 

column indicates the participants of the research; Buryat diaspora in Taiwan is highlighted in 

yellow, Buryat diaspora in Western Europe is highlighted in green. Next, early socialization 

column means the environment the respondents grew up in (Buryat/Russian). Self-

categorization indicates how they identify themselves. Behavioral involvement consists of 

culture (the culture they feel closer to), religion (religion they practice), and language (the 

language they prefer to speak in). In-group attitudes shows to whom the respondents feel closer 

to (Russian/Buryat). Exploration indicates whether the interviewees explore or want to their 

ethnic group by learning the language or passing down the language to the next generation, or 

learning more about their customs or religion. Attachment indicates whether the respondents 
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go back to Russia, to their homeland. The next 4 columns are the demographic environmental 

influences, which consists of migration reasons (reasons to migrate), ties to homeland (whether 

they would like to give up their citizenship in order to obtain another citizenship), ties to 

hostland (whether they like their host society/land or not), and acculturation strategy (strategy 

they adapt in the host country). 

6.1.1 Importance of identity components 

However, the researcher considers self-categorization, among the six specifications 

(see Table 7), is the most important cause for the Russian and Buryat collective identity of 

Buryats in diaspora, because the respondents recognize that they are still different from 

Russians, having different history and origin, none of them identified himself/herself as 

Russian (see Table 6).  

Table 7. Ranking of importance of identity components 

Ranking Russian and Buryat identity 

1 Self-categorization 

2 Behavioral involvement 

3 In-group attitudes 

4 Exploration 

5 Attachment and commitment 

6 Importance of group membership 

 

Behavioral involvement comes second because 14 out of 17 the interviewees practice 

ethnic religion, Buddhism. Buryats developed bicultural identity combined of their own ethnic 

identity (religion) and their national identity (language, holidays). However, only 3 out of 17 

speak the Buryat language and prefer to speak Russian instead. Thus, the research confirms the 

finding of the previous study conducted by Khilkhanova and Khilkhanov (2004) that native 

language is an irrelevant marker of ethnic identity of Buryats and religion, on the other hand, 
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is one of the most important ethnic identity markers of Buryats. Most of them still celebrate 

ethnic holidays, such as Sagaalgan, Lunar New Year, but New Year’s Eve, state holiday, which 

is on December 31st and Jan.1st, became more important than Sagaalgan. 

In-group attitudes comes third, because 6 participants feel closer to Buryat people, 

rather than to ethnic Russians. 5 participants even emphasized the distinctiveness between them 

and Russian people, in particular, values such as respect for elders, hospitality, close-knit 

families, religion, which are different from ethnic Russians and their negative attitude toward 

some of the participants. 4 participants said they feel closer to Russian-speaking people overall. 

Exploration is ranked fourth because only 4 out of 17 participants do not want learn 

anything about their culture, the rest, in contrast, still want to explore their culture. 

Attachment and commitment comes next, even though all of the participants still go 

back to see their families once in a while, but they primarily do it because of their families, not 

because they want to go back to their homeland. Importance of membership is ranked the last, 

because not all of the participants attend the fraternity gatherings or meet with fellow Buryats. 

Table 8. Number of references coded 
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On the other hand, the program NVivo, which the researcher used for coding, showed 

the numbers of references of each specification (see Table 8). According to Table 8, the most 

important feature of Buryat and Russian collective identity is behavioral involvement with 71 

coding references. The reason might be that culture includes a lot of subtopics and there are a 

lot of things to talk about. Attachment and commitment comes next, because all of the 

participants go back home sometimes. Self-categorization comes third, because it was still 

difficult for the participants identify themselves. In-group attitudes comes fourth, because the 

respondents have different feelings and attitudes toward Buryat people and Russian people, 

sometimes failed to answer. Exploration comes next, because not all of the participants learn 

anything about their culture. Importance of group membership is ranked the last, because most 

of the participants attend the fraternity gatherings or realize the importance of being a member 

of the ethnic group yet, which might be due to their relatively young age. 

In contrast, Phinney and Ong (2007) consider exploration and commitment as key 

components among all of ethnic components, while behavioral involvement is not considered 

important. Meanwhile, in present study behavioral involvement ranked high in both cases. The 

discrepancy in the findings may stem from the fact that the researchers think behaviors are 

different from ethnic identity conceptually; one can have a strong sense of belonging to a group, 

however, may be not practice ethnic activities. It is not true for Buryats, because they still 

practice their ethnic religion, Buddhism, go to temples, celebrate traditional holidays, etc. All 

of the interviewees identified as Buryats and shared their ethnic behavior by giving more in-

depth answers. 

Based on the comparison of the importance of identity components’ ranking, it is clear 

that the importance of group membership is not so important factor affecting identity of Buryats 

in diasporas, which can be excluded. 
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Figure 11. Hierarchy of references 

Figure 11 clearly shows the hierarchy of all the components of the Buryats’ identity.  

6.1.2 Diasporic hybrid identity 

This research emphasized the importance of background and migration experiences of 

the diaspora (MDP, 2019). As mentioned in the literature review, the diasporic hybrid identity 

is the mix of characteristics coming from homeland, hostland and the lived experience 

(Brinkerhoff, 2009).  

Buryat diaspora in both areas is mostly driven by pull factors, such as seeking higher 

education abroad or job opportunities, experiencing new culture, safer environment, etc. But 

the migration reasons of Buryat diaspora in Western Europe is more diverse than Buryat 

diaspora in Taiwan, most of them coming for the purpose of studying. In addition, Buryat 

diaspora in Taiwan does not consider Taiwan as their permanent place to stay, while the 

participants from Western Europe want to settle down in their host countries. 2 out of 6 
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participants in Western Europe have mixed identity which also includes identity of host 

countries. Neither of respondents in Taiwan, on the other hand, identified themselves in relation 

to host country. The young age of the respondents might be the reason, since 90% are aged 20-

30, too young to settle down. Another reason might be that Western Europe provides more 

alternative channels of policies for migrants to come and stay in the host countries, e.g. 

international job offers, work and travel programs, etc., while Taiwan has limited channels, e.g. 

providing scholarship for the students for the academic purpose, not always giving job 

opportunities. 

The findings of the research oppose or confirm some of Cohen’s characteristics of 

diaspora (see Table 9). 

 
Table 9. Cohen's charactersitics comparison 

 Diasporic hybrid identity 

  N Cohen’s original 

characteristics 

Findings 

Demo

graphi

c 

enviro

nment

al 

influe

nces 

reasons  

of 

migration 

1 traumatic dispersal 
from original 

homeland 

all of the respondents came to host country 

voluntarily, often saying they like living 

there. 

2 reasons of migration 

are mostly 

economical 

(work/trade) or 

colonial ambitions 

self-development, mostly to pursue higher 

education abroad, to challenge themselves, 

to learn new culture and languages, to get 

out of their comfort zones. 

homeland 3 diaspora has a 

collective memory 

and myth about the 

homeland 

All of the respondents said similar answer 

when describing Buryat people, their 

origin, the location of Republic of Buryatia, 

however, they had different answers on 

what is their homeland or home. Some 

said it is Russia overall, others said it is 

Republic of Buryatia or Siberia. 

hostland 4 they have troubled 

relationship with 

host societies 

They like living in the host country, some 

of them even considering it as their second 

home. Buryat diaspora in Taiwan 
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especially emphasizes how friendly 

Taiwanese people are. 

Burya

t and 

Russia

n 

collect

ive 

identit

y 

self-

identificati

on 

5 a strong ethnic 

group 

consciousness based 

on a sense of 

distinctiveness, a 

common history. 

All of the participants know who the 

Buryats are, none of the respondents 

identifies himself/herself as a Russian 

ethnically. They all recognize the 

differences between Buryats and ethnic 

Russians, even emphasizing the 

‘otherness’ of Russians 

behavioral 

involveme

nt/explorat

ion 

6 distinctive, yet 

creative life in a host 

country 

Almost all of the participants remained 

their religion, which is Tibetan Buddhism. 

Religion and traditions are important and 

they even go to the temples in their host 

countries. All of the participants still speak 

Russian and most of them prefer to speak 

Russian. However, 5 of the interviewees 

prefer to speak English since moving to the 

host country.  

in-group 

attitudes 

7 they share a common 

notion of 

“peoplehood” not 

only with the 

homeland but with 

ethnic kin in other 

countries. 

Half of the participants say they would be 

glad to help Buryat diasporas overseas, 

the other half of the participants do not 

know. However, most of the participants 

still feel closer to Buryat people. 

attachment 8 Regard their 

ancestral homeland 

as their true, ideal 

home - they or their 

descendants would/ 

should eventually 

return 

All of the participants go back to Russia, 

but rarely, only to see their families or to 

travel around. They have no intention to 

come back to Russia to live permanently, 

because they have a little attachment to 

Russia as a homeland. 

commitme

nt 

9 they should, 

collectively, be 

committed to the 

maintenance or 

restoration of their 

original homeland. 

Almost all of the participants are attached 

to their families, rather than to a place. 

However, most of them still want to keep 

their citizenship in order to being able to 

see their families and friends. 

 

To sum up, Buryat diaspora in Taiwan and Western Europe form a new type of diaspora, 

which I call ‘highly-skilled’ type of diaspora. It is completely different from other 5 types of 

Cohen’s diasporas. Buryats develop Russian and Buryat collective identity, adopting diasporic 
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hybrid identity, after moving to the host country, which consists of their early socialization, 

collective identity and demographic environmental influences, such as ties to homeland, 

hostland, migration reasons and their lived experience. Both diasporas adopt Integration 

acculturation strategy, however, there are still some differences between two. 

6.2 Limitations 

 This research also has several limitations. I would be better to increase the sampling 

size of participants, especially Buryats in Western Europe. There are only 6 of them due to the 

inconvenience and difficulties in finding participants in this particular area. Buryats in 

diasporas do not have any common media to communicate. Most of the participants were found 

through friends, which makes the sample limited. Participants who reside in Western Europe 

usually communicate via Viber, which has the limit of the people in chat. In addition, the small 

sample size made it difficult to generalize the findings. 

 If there were more males, the findings might have been different. Most of the 

respondents are female, there are only 5 males. The reason might be that more women choose 

to stay abroad permanently. In my personal experience, out of 8 Buryats (3 males, 5 females) 

who came to Taiwan to study, all men went back home, giving up studying. 

 The diverse background of the participants made it more difficult to generalize all of 

the findings. Even though, all of the participants were born in Republic of Buryatia, however, 

they all have different answers to the questions, because of their different early socialization 

experiences, their families, movement from one city to another. 

 The length of the interviews was quite long. The duration of each interview was 

approximately 20 to 30 minutes. Thus, making the transcription a tedious and daunting process. 

It took a lot of time to finish transcribing all of the 17 interviews. Some of the answers were 

not included in the research findings, because the interviewer considered some of the answers 

almost identical, generalizing the responds instead.  
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 Lastly, it is very hard to tell the exact or even approximate number of the Buryats 

residing in Taiwan and overseas overall due to lack of the common platform where all the 

Buryats could communicate. In Facebook, for example, there is a group ‘Russian-speaking 

community in Taiwan’, consisting of 2,485 members. However, most of the followers are 

ethnic Russians. In addition, it is difficult to say if one still lives in Taiwan. 

6.3 Future research 

The future research should be done on Buryat diasporas in other countries, particularly 

Asian countries, such as Japan, South Korea, China, etc. The number of Buryats living there is 

quite high, higher than in Taiwan, due to proximity, economic development and job 

opportunities. It is interesting to study the differences between Buryat diasporas in those 

countries, since their reasons of migration might be completely different. For example, most 

of Buryat migrants in South Korea moved there because of work. Labor in South Korea is 

highly paid and most of the employers provide accommodation and food for the employees, 

which make the lives of Buryats much easier. The majority of Buryats went to China to study 

and decided to stay in China to work, since they speak Chinese and the salary is much higher 

than is Russia. 

Also, the future research may include different age groups, comparing the responds of 

younger and older generations. Older generations tend to move because of job opportunities, 

due to unemployment in Russia. Younger generations tend to move in order to obtain academic 

degree, travel and explore the world. In addition, it is harder for elders to learn a new language, 

youngsters, on the other hand, can learn really fast. 

Buryat diasporas in other countries in Europe might have completely different responds 

from Buryat diaspora in Asian countries, since the collectivistic and individualistic cultures are 

different. In this research, Buryat diaspora in Western Europe feel more alienated. The future 

research may confirm or oppose these findings. 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix 1 

 
Study information sheet 

Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in this study. This Information Sheet 

explains what the study is about and how we would like you to take part in it. 

The purpose of the study is to understand the livelihood of Buryat people living outside of 

Russian Federation including their ethnic identity. 

I would like to ask you to be interviewed by one of the researchers involved in the research of 

International Master’s in International Communication Studies at the National Chengchi 

University, in order to get your point of view. If you agree to this, the interview will be audio 

recorded and will last approximately one hour. 

When your participation is complete, you will be given an opportunity to learn about this 

research, which may be useful to you in your course or in understanding yourself and others. 

You will also have an opportunity to contribute to psychological science by participating in 

this research. When your participation is complete, you will be able to evaluate your own 

development with regards to ethnic identity. 

The information provided by you in the interview will be used for research purposes. It will 

not be used in a manner which would allow identification of your individual responses. 

Once again, we would like to thank you for agreeing to take part in this research. If you have 

any questions about the research at any stage, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

email address: mis.dambieva@gmail.com 
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Appendix 2 

Interview consent form 

• I, the undersigned, have read and understood the Study Information Sheet provided by the 

researcher, Nomin Dambieva. 

• I have been given the opportunity to ask questions about the Study of Buryat Ethnic Identity 

• I understand that taking part in the Study will include being interviewed and audio recorded. 

• I have been given adequate time to consider my decision and I agree to take part in the 

Study. 

• I understand that my personal details such as name and employer address will not be 

revealed to people outside the project. 

• I understand that my words may be quoted in publications, reports, web pages and other 

research outputs but my name will not be used. 

• I agree to assign the copyright I hold in any material related to this project to Nomin 

Dambieva. 

• I understand that I can withdraw from the Study at any time and I will not be asked any 

questions about why I no longer want to take part. 

Name of Participant: ___________________________ Date: 

Researcher Signature: __________________________ Date: 
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